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Editorial

Editor-in-chief´s note
Maria Voyatzaki
It is with great pleasure and delight that we are launching and welcoming the second
issue of our archiDOCT journal. Launching with the hat of the editors-in-chief, and
welcoming as hosts our guest editors Christian Hermansen Cordua, Professor of Architecture at the Oslo School of Architecture and Design, Norway and Barbara Elisabeth Ascher, architect, urban planner and currently a PhD research fellow at the same
school.
As an endeavor of our Thematic Network ENHSA (European Network of Heads of
Schools of Architecture) this issue is a proof of the valuable networking that has been
bearing fruit from its first day. On the one hand, professor Hermansen has been one
of our close partners in other research projects such as a virtual campus of Post Masters studies in Architecture and the Archi-Mundus an ongoing Erasmus Mundus Project
with a number of Latin American Schools of Architecture working with their European
counterparts. On the other hand, Ms Ascher was one of the authors of our first issue.
Despite the fact that focusing on a thematic area has not been the aim of our e-journal, as its priority is about mentoring PhD students’ writing skills, this particular issue
contains, in its majority, essays that were presented by international PhD students to
a peer-reviewed conference. This is not to say that we have diverged from our original
intentions and mission statement, as this issue has dealt with all the objectives set by
our e-journal. All students underwent the formal procedure of being peer-reviewed by
the journal scientific committee members pertinent to the respective thematic area.
The results are outstanding and for this we owe to deeply thank both Professor Hermansen Cordua and Ms Ascher for their hard work, perseverance, rigor and high degree of professionalism and conscientiousness.
We would like to welcome you to share this second issue. Given your capacity as Professors and experienced researchers, we would kindly ask you to encourage your PhD
students to send us contributions. We would also like to directly encourage PhD students to dare. It is common knowledge that rigorous academic writing that describes,
debates, argues and externalizes research is a skill that any researcher has to master.
Our e-journal is committed to serve this goal.
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Editorial
Barbara Elisabeth Ascher, Christian Hermansen Cordua
The theme for this issue of archiDOCT, Scarcity, emerged from a research project
“Scarcity and Creativity in the Built Environment” (SCIBE) funded through a grant by
the Humanities in the European Research Area (HERA). Teams from the Schools of Architecture from the Technical University in Vienna, the Oslo School of Architecture and
Design and the University of Westminster were engaged in this international research
collaboration from 2010 to 2013.
The aim of the SCIBE project was to explore the relationship between ‘scarcity and creativity in the context of the built environment by investigating how conditions of scarcity
might affect the creativity of the different actors involved in the production of architecture and urban design, and how a design-led innovation of the process could improve
the built environment in the future’, as was stated in the SCIBE project description. The
focus of the research was to examine when and whether scarcity overwhelms the ways
in which creativity operates in the built environment by presenting a set of inescapable
constraints or whether those very limits stimulate creativity in different and potentially
innovative ways. The locations where these issues were investigated were Bromley-byBow in London in the UK, Reykjavik in Iceland,Vienna in Austria and Oslo in Norway.
As a means to test ideas, expand our empirical base, and investigate the different parameters that shape the construction of scarcity in different settings the doctoral candidates
in the SCIBE project, Isis Paoloa Nunez Ferrera, Michael Klein and Barbara Ascher, organized an international conference with the title “Within the limits of scarcity: rethinking
space, city and practices”. The conference was held at the University of Westminster,
London and spanned over two and a half days in the spring of 2013. From 85 submissions
by PhD candidates from around the world, fifteen papers were selected for presentation
at the conference by means of a peer-review process. These presentations were interspersed by keynote papers from Pier Vittorio Aureli, Ana Paola Balthazar, Camillo Boano,
Ole Bouman and Erik Swyngedouw.
The topics that dominated the conference addressed the construction of scarcity and
the processes of the production of space under conditions of scarcity as well as more
grounded studies which revealed how scarcity and creativity operate in the production
of architecture and the city. Due to the success of the event and the intense discussions
which ensued we are glad to have been given the opportunity to extend the debate by
publishing selected papers in this issue of archiDOCT.
The papers published here have been selected by the editors as examples which give a
broad and nuanced view of diverse conditions of scarcity and how they influence the
making (and perception) of the built environment in different geographical and historical
settings. All but one of the papers in this issue had already been through the rigorous
peer-review selection procedure implemented at the “Within the limits of scarcity” conference. In addition, all of the papers included here have been put through the archiDOCT peer-review/mentoring process by members of the Scientific Committee.Their
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critical comments and their constructive follow-up have sharpened arguments, thus highlighting the complexity of the concept of scarcity and presenting it as much more than a
condition defined by insufficiency of resources.
The topic of ‘scarcity’ touches upon a diversity of fields, as we can appreciate in the
discussion paper by Jon Goodbun, chosen as archiDOCT’s “good practice” example.
This is an excellent introductory discussion of the concept of scarcity and its various
interpretations. In his text he describes scarcity as a term that ‘bridges economic and
ecological domains, and perhaps enables us to better grasp the “value structure” ’ within
which architecture is produced.
Sharóne Tomer introduces us to the example of the Hostel Upgrades in Cape Town,
South Africa, by using Stuart Hall´s concept of articulation to argue that ‘apartheid
worked in part by producing scarcities of rights and resources which were articulated
through each other.’ In her paper she illustrates how a work of architecture not only
renders those scarcities visible to a larger audience but also how it offers new ways of
addressing scarcity.
The way architectural strategies answer to conditions of material scarcity and inequality
is also the broad basis on which Christina Crawford presents her research of a 1926
call made by the Soviet architectural journal Sovremennaia Arkhitektura (Contemporary
Architecture) to participate in a ‘Comradely Competition for Communal Housing’. In her
paper she analyses the eight entries for multi-unit housing that were meant to solve the
housing shortage and highlights their innovative potential to act as a ‘social condenser’
for new communities, rather than just an accumulation of living units.
Luisa Otti´s contribution on new housing projects in Europe expands this exploration
into architectural strategies for our contemporary context. She thereby provides valuable insights into different approaches to achieve flexibility, sustainability and affordability
in low-cost housing while maintaining a high architectural quality that answers the user´s
needs and provides a plurality of meanings and experiences for their inhabitants.
Nancy Couling´s research on ocean space and more particularly the Barents Sea opens
up the discussion to new narratives and design interventions using the analytical categories of complexity, scale and flux. She uses these three analytical categories as starting
points for new architectural experiments outside the traditional canon in order ‘to reposition scarcity as a temporary phenomenon within larger cycles of flow.’
The issue that in diverse manifestations came to dominate concerns at the ‘Within the
Limits of Scarcity’ conference was the ways in which scarcity is constructed in order
to achieve specific results. Most depicted scarcity as ‘socially constructed’, rather than
‘found’, challenging the prevailing view that scarcity is a mere lack.
This type of polarity is also played out in Theodora Vardouli’s paper, which, although does
not deal with issues of scarcity, describes the confrontation between those that view design as ‘neutral’ and those that view it as emanating from ‘the social’. She describes how
conceptions of the way architecture is conceived were played out on one side by those
that claimed that a ‘scientific’ design process could be objectified and thus be exempt
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from dealing with ‘messy’ human values, and on the other side those that claimed that
precisely because design was made by humans and addressed their needs and desires it
was impossible to conceive outwith a social context. However, her view of this ‘polarity’
is nuanced by arguing that those that challenged the scientific view of design did so not
intending to totally replace it but rather to broaden its scope to encompass its ‘human’
components.
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Scarcity and Creativity
Jon Goodbun // University of Westminster // UK

Abstract
This paper was a contribution to the discussion of the concept of scarcity within a major EU
HERA funded research project entitled “Scarcity and Creativity in the Built Environment” which
ran between 2010-2013, was based in Vienna, London and Oslo, and sought to explore the relations between conditions of scarcity and the effect these may, or may not, have on the making
of the built environment. The paper departs from the observation that although we live in a
world in which ‘Our capacity to produce and meet all of our needs has never been greater […]
inequality and poverty abounds’. The question which the paper addresses centers on whether
or not ‘scarcity is ultimately any better a concept for trying to grasp the shear extent of the
problems and opportunities contained within the ‘environmental question’, broadly conceived,
than sustainability or any other recent term.

Keywords
Scarcity; resources; political ecology; sustainability.

Note

This text is a newer version of a paper presented at the 101st Conference of the Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture (ACSA), 21- 24 March 2013 in San Francisco, and was originally published
in the ACSA Annual Meetings Proceedings New Constellations, New Ecologies edited by Ila Berman and
Edvard Mitchell.
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Introduction
In this paper I will draw together some of the insights that have been gained out of my
participation in a major EU HERA funded research project that ran for three years between a small network of European architecture schools and completed in the summer
2013 – entitled “Scarcity and Creativity in the Built Environment”. I was a co-author of
the original funding bid and have been an active member of the team since then. This paper will condense some of my/our theoretical insights into what scarcity is as a concept
and reality and will also report on the findings of the design research project teams more
broadly.
Scarcity: Reality and Ideology
Scarcity is both a reality and an ideology (a complex term which I use here in the classic
Marxian sense of ‘false consciousness’). ‘Real scarcities’ play real roles in the complex systems that is global capitalism. There are real material and energy flows which ultimately
have a combination of geophysical and social foundations.
At any one time there are limits to these flows – i.e., there are real scarcities. In addition,
the concept of scarcity plays an ideological role. That is to say, it naturalises (it makes
obscure) the social component of the limits of these flows. Those in the system who
own and manage these geophysical resource flows have a vested interest in maintaining
scarcities. Scarcities, the control of resources, are real social power. In energy supply
for example, big power companies are most obstructive to local energy generation and
most supportive of inherently centralising technologies such as nuclear and fossil fuels.
Yet equally, as Murray Bookchin noted, a wind farm owned by a multi-national power
corporation is not an alternative or ecological technology either, as democratic social
control is an essential component of ecological technology.
Scarcity works dialectically with abundance. The same system which produces scarcity in
the ways described above also constructs ‘abundance’ as both a reality and an ideology.
Most notably here, promoting the false consciousness that we can extract as much as we
want from the planet… so, we literally get hit conceptually in both directions… and this
keeps people confused! In both cases then, the key ideological role is to obscure the real
workings of the system – and to make it seem natural, incomprehensible, etc.
Scarcity then, is a profoundly complex and indeed problematic term, and is far from neutral or uncontested.We should use it here cautiously, as a heuristic device, and as a means
of grasping and collecting together a range of responses to the complex contradictions
of our socio-ecological condition today. But using the concept of scarcity as a means of
rethinking architectural and urban design is by no means straight-forward. Clearly, our
intention is to confront what urban geographer and political theorist David Harvey has
described as ‘the environmental question’, defined as a problematic with simultaneously
ecological, social, cultural and political dimensions. In this regard Harvey has off-handedly
but brilliantly noted that “if you think that you can solve the environmental question, of
global warming and all that kind of stuff, without actually confronting the whole question
of who determines the value structure ... then you have got to be kidding yourself.”(Harvey, 2013).
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Scarcity indeed is a term that bridges economic and ecological domains, and perhaps
enables us to grasp something of this ‘value structure’. And it is often noted, ecology and
economy share a common etymological root in the Greek oikos, meaning dwelling. Both
economy and ecology are spatialised and temporalized in dwelling. Scarcity, universalised
and naturalised in the field of economics, defines the contemporary oikos. A collective
re-imagining of scarcity must necessarily entail a transformative re-imagining of economics and ecology.
So does anything interesting happen when we ask about scarcity in the built environment? Whilst having a trivial meaning as a chronic lack or shortage, the term scarcity
also has a significant history in economic theory. As already noted, scarcity does more
than describe an empirical account of natural and human resources. As soon as the term
enters economic or political discourse, it takes on ideological forms: it naturalises and
obscures the social and political aspects of resource allocation. Scarcity was a founding
term of classical economics, of attempts to theorise and describe what markets are and
how they work. In this sense it is a part of a form of knowledge that sees and reproduces
the world in the terms of capitalist market economics and its priorities. For this reason
alone the concept is rightly treated with much suspicion. Beyond that, the term causes
anger today at both ends of the political spectrum.
Right wing and libertarian thinkers hate the idea that limits can be placed upon development and see the concept of scarcity as an effort to introduce moralising attempts to
restrict human freedom, specifically the freedom to do what we want with the non-human environment. And whatever one thinks of right wing libertarianism in general, there
is much substance to their claim that (mirrored incidentally by many on the left) that any
attempt to understand the order of things through the concept of scarcity always carries hidden neo-Malthusian content. Equally, the concept of scarcity raise many different
problems on the left, and not just because it is a key term in defining capitalist economics. The left has historically asserted that scarcity is produced by capitalism and that the
technologies and industries that humans have already invented, let alone what might be
developed in the future, are already more than capable of providing abundance for all.
Interestingly this point is echoed in one of the most recent theoretical explorations of
scarcity – the collection of essays Limits to Scarcity – contesting the politics of allocation – edited by Lyla Mehta, wherein Reyner concludes in the foreword that “as the contributors
to the volume repeatedly demonstrate, there is plenty of food, water and energy on this
planet to meet the requirements of a population that demographers project will peak at
just below 9 million.” (Reyner, 2011, p.xviii).
Scarcity, Design and Creativity
So, where does design and creativity fit in? Of course, we can note all kinds of fascinating
examples of situations where scarce resources have provoked creative responses – both
at the hands of professional designers, but also of course in all kinds of everyday and
informal scenarios. I will return to consider later in this paper some examples of such
creativity, and under what conditions this might occur – but in anticipation of that it is
useful to note now that our research suggest that for a creative solution to emerge in
response to one scarce variable, it is typically necessary for other variables to have some
‘slack’ in the system.
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Beyond that, however, designed objects and built environments also play important roles
in maintaining more ideological conceptions of scarcity: designed objects and environments often obscure their conditions of production and also obscure the flows that they
are a part of.There is then a second remit for design research into scarcity and creativity,
which is in fact what architectural historian Manfredo Tafuri referred to as ideological
critique – in case of the hidden conceptualisations of scarcity in existing design practices. An ideological critique might look at different approaches and ask, in what ways are
these design practices increasing false consciousness around the system of production?
In what ways could they be revealing the networks and flows or facilitating democratic
‘local’ control (and indeed ultimately ‘global’ control) of aspects of these systems, etc.?
Conclusion
Leading analysts of all the major resource domains – water, food, material resources and
energy – tell us that our global industrial growth models, driven by largely unplanned and
irrational financial market speculation, are taking human societies to the brink of a series
of chronic shortages and insecurities. Some of these are determined by real natural limits in terms of diminishing quantities of available mineral resources, ranging from metals
(rare or otherwise) to oil: a condition often referred to as ‘peak everything’. Other scarcities are based upon our problematic or socially uneven management of naturally produced resources such as water, timber and food (both livestock and agriculture). Many
others still are simply based upon the socially and geographically uneven development
and allocation of these resources (and power), with a transfer of real metabolic value
from the poor to the rich areas of the globe. In parallel to these metabolic inputs, industrial economies are also externalising – in a generally catastrophic manner – all kinds
of waste sinks. Again this is characterised by an uneven development, typified by flows
of waste from rich to poor regions. In all of these cases existing systemic stresses are
expected to transform and intensify in unpredictable ways as a result of climate change
and ecosystem shifts.
Architectural, urban, planning and design research has had multiple moments of engagement with these issues: developing new forms of analysis of global flows and scarcities,
developing all kinds of new so-called green technologies and systems (as well as revisiting
many old technologies), and developing new forms of design practices that are more
socially activist in orientation. Equally of course, mainstream architecture, urbanism and
design practices are complicit in, and indeed primary vectors for, the very forces that are
causing these conditions. In recent years the dominant discourse for exploring problems
and solutions has worked around the concept of ‘sustainability’. But, as has been increasing widely observed, this concept is deeply problematic: sustaining what? A modified form
of existing consumer capitalism and the uneven and profoundly unjust power relations
that it is built upon too often appears to be the real (if often unintended ) agenda. Instead,
we suggest that the challenges confronting us – if engaged with through the development
of new ‘conceptual tools’ – have the capacity to completely reconfigure design practices
in new, radically post-sustainable, directions.
Scarcity, whether conceived as an actual limit on resources, or as a socially constructed
condition of uneven social or global distribution of resources, has been largely absent
as a critical concept in recent mainstream western architectural and design discourse.
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This is perhaps not surprising: the architectural profession is set up to serve the needs
of the global rich. Yet, this situation is rich in possibilities for the design professions and
design research. In 2003 the graphic designer Bruce Mau founded the Institute without
Boundaries, based upon R. Buckminster Fuller famous call for a new kind of designer, a
“synthesis of artist, inventor, mechanic, objective economist, and evolutionary strategist”
(Miller, 2012). Designers might solve problems using less resources, articulate critically
the existing uneven allocation of resources, promote reduced consumption of resources
in using products and so on.
Thinking through scarcity and design allows a reconsideration of how things are made,
how they are distributed, how they are used, and what happens at the end of their use.
We are compelled to design processes as much as objects, systems as much as brands.
We find ourselves, at the beginning of the twenty first century, in a paradoxical world.
Our capacity to produce and meet all of our needs has never been greater, yet inequality
and poverty abounds, and what we do produce all too often seems to diminish our long
term wealth. Thinking about scarcity in the built environment is an experiment, a test, an
attempt to explore the different carrying capacities of existing concepts and their scope
for grasping contemporary conditions. It is not at all clear that scarcity is ultimately any
better a concept for trying to grasp the shear extent of the problems and opportunities
contained within ‘environmental question’ broadly conceived, than sustainability or any
other recent term. Indeed, our problem is precisely that we do not have a conceptual
and critical language up to the job.
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Architectural Acts of Redress:
Articulating Scarcity in Cape Town
Sharóne L. Tomer // University of California, Berkeley // USA

Abstract
This article is concerned with architecture as a site for redressing the wrongs of apartheid,
in Cape Town, South Africa. The article addresses two interlocked topics: the material effects
of apartheid in spaces through which it was reproduced, and how apartheid can possibly be
resisted and redressed through the making of architecture. I address the former by using the
concept of scarcity as a lens through which to read the wrongs of apartheid. Using Stuart
Hall’s concept of articulation, I argue that apartheid worked in part by producing scarcities of
rights and resources, which were articulated through each other. Second, I demonstrate that
architecture can serve as a site of redress, using the example of a housing project in Cape Town
that was undertaken in apartheid’s latter years to serve a severely marginalized population.This
example illustrates that the very act of privileged architects working with marginalized groups
in peripheral spaces works to address scarcity by rendering it visible to the larger city and its
citizens. The example also illustrates how a work of architecture, through its design, can take on
the spatial and economic forms of scarcity and offer alternatives and ways forward for a newly
democratic society.

Keywords
Architecture of affect; articulation; resources; rights; scarcity.
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Architectural Acts of Redress:
Articulating Scarcity in Cape Town
Architecture often serves as a key site of dispossession. There are, however, exceptions
to this rule. An alternative role for architecture is the one played in Cape Town, South
Africa, in the latter years of the struggle against apartheid. In the 1970s and 1980s, architects in the city found ways to shape their professional practices into methods for
engaging in anti-apartheid struggle. These methods were often subtle, yet provided clear
alternatives to the dominant, divisive ways of making space that were dominant throughout South Africa’s years of colonialism and ‘grand’ apartheid. They did so not through engaging directly with political policy, but rather by taking on the spatial legacies of scarcity
that years of colonialism and apartheid had rendered across the city.
In order to understand the form that scarcity historically took in Cape Town1, I have
turned to Stuart Hall and the concept of articulation. Hall (1980) argues that race and
class are not distinct structures but ones that get articulated in and through each other. Articulation, for Hall, serves as a ligament (Hart, 2007), that binds together multiple
systems and categories. Hall’s work was an important intervention in the race/class
debate in which he suggested that neither category dominated the other in systems like
apartheid but rather were produced and reinforced through each other. For Hall race is
a modality through which class is ‘lived’; structures of labor reproduction are not colored
by race but work through race. This paper similarly argues that the apartheid system,
in instituting racialized and spatialized dominance, bound together resources and rights.
I will make this argument by focusing on one architectural moment of scarcity redress
in Cape Town. This moment, of the design of a project known as the Hostels Upgrades,
does dual work for this paper. It first brings to life the scarcity produced under apartheid.
Secondly, it demonstrates how the architectural interventions that took on such scarcity
were also engagements that offered new modes through which the city, resources, and
rights could be articulated.
The Novelty of Architectural Redress
That architecture played a part in struggle in South Africa was not a historically foregone
fact: the South African architectural profession has had a historically ambivalent relationship with structures of dominance. While many architects personally held liberal political
positions their professional livelihoods often relied upon designing the spaces essential
to implementing colonialism and apartheid. In the early twentieth century, architects designed the then-innovative single-race townships, adopting the latest international urban
planning model, the Garden City, as the predominant urban-scale device of segregation
and control. In the 1950s, modernist tendencies sympathetically served the state’s political program as architects took up the project of designing model, minimalist ‘Native’2
housing. And above all, there were the radical affinities between modernist planning
practices and apartheid that characterized city-making throughout South Africa for much
of the twentieth century (Pinnock, 1989).
By the late 1970s, spurred on by the 1976 Soweto uprisings3 (Cooke, 2011), resistance to
apartheid intensified throughout South Africa, and a small cohort of architects began to
take steps to put their professional skills to work for progressive political action. Early
efforts were quite constricted: limited by will, opportunity, and fear of political censure.
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In Cape Town these endeavors primarily consisted of designing community centres in
‘Black’ areas4, and organizing teaching units at the University of Cape Town around “architecture as social practice” (Prinsloo, 1976). Such engagements were radical departures
from designing spaces of domination, but all involved agreed that they did not make a significant impact upon the socio-spatial landscape of the apartheid city. By the mid-1980s,
however, as apartheid legislation was being slowly dismantled and its eventual demise appeared possible, more significant opportunities emerged for architects to re-imagine the
spaces that profoundly articulated apartheid’s hegemony. This essay focuses upon one
such opportunity: the Migrant Labour Hostels Upgrades5. The project offered the possibility of addressing some of the most potent urban injustices committed under apartheid,
and provides insights into how architecture can engage and challenge scarcity in the city.
Scarcity in a land of plenty
Cape Town is known for its stunning physical beauty. The dramatic profile of Table Mountain, the allure of two oceans meeting, Riviera-like beaches, lush vineyards: these are the
dominant images through which Cape Town is often best known and promoted. Yet,
there is another side to the city: one of rapidly proliferating informal settlements, children forced to relieve themselves on rubbish heaps, citizens spending nearly half of their
meager income on transportation to the jobs that very few even have the opportunity to
hold. Cape Town is a city of radical juxtapositions [Fig. 1], just like so many cities of the
Global South – and North.

Figure 1. The Cape of Radical Juxtapositions: lush vineyards on left, informal settlements on right
(Photos by author)

What is distinct – or at least noteworthy – about those juxtapositions is the ways in
which scarcity in Cape Town has been historically fabricated as a mode of governance.
Scarcity came to express South Africa’s versions of colonialism and apartheid, particularly in the city. The theoretical framework that perhaps best illustrates this comes from
Giorgio Agamben (1998) in his work on bare life and the camp. It is quite easy to draw
parallels between the ‘camp’, as Agamben constructs it, and the township. For Agamben,
the camp is “the space that is opened when the state of exception begins to become the
rule” (1998, pp.168-169). However, the camp “is not simply an external space. What is
excluded in the camp is, …included through its own exclusion” (Agamben, 1998, p.170).
The camp is then a constitutive outside (Nalbantog̃lu, 1998)6. In order for the rule of
law to operate there must be the permanent, or indefinite, space of exception. This
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was precisely the case during apartheid, as most aptly demonstrated by the production
of townships in urban areas, and homelands in the remaining, rural parts of the country.
Citizenship in the state and the city was suspended for residents of those ‘camps’, and
this suspension was an integral or ‘constitutive’ fact of apartheid governance7. Apartheid
was premised upon the difference and exceptionality of certain, racialized persons, for
whom citizenship was reduced to the bare life of the camp.
The ‘camp’ in Cape Town took multiple forms, historically and today: migrant labour hostels, single-race townships, informal settlements, and the recently added category of ‘relocation camps’. This paper focuses on one such ‘camp’: a set of migrant labour hostels.
These hostels were some of the most potent spaces of dispossession produced during
apartheid, reflecting the articulation of rights and resource scarcity in starkly spatialized
terms. Apartheid legislation prescribed and confined movement, space and citizenship
through racial classification: if you were ‘Native’, your citizenship was limited to the ethnic ‘homeland’ to which you were assigned. You were actually not legally considered a
citizen of the South African state. The ability to move around the nation, particularly to
cities, was limited through the ‘pass’ device: identity documents controlled through terms
intimately related to labour and gender. Passes to be in cities were only issued for those
who could provide evidence of formal employment, who were usually men. While the
pass was a device that marked exception, it was integral to a modern South African state
that was wholly reliant upon migrant labor. Men left their homes and families for most of
the year to work ‘up on the mines’, or in cities. The only spaces they were legally allowed
to inhabit outside of the workplace were the migrant labour hostels: ‘bare’, dormitory
housing.
These hostels were spaces of exclusion, displacement, and deprivation. They were single-sex quarters, restricted to men, whose families were only allowed brief, weekend
visits. They were located at the periphery, in close proximity to sites of industrial labour, but far from residential and commercial centers. Life in the hostels was a vivid
articulation of the ‘camp’: four – or more – men shared a single concrete-block walled
room, furnished only with cots, with 4 or more rooms in a building sharing meager
cooking facilities and ablution facilities that were limited to taps and pit toilets [Fig. 2].
Townships8 were made up of rows and rows of hostels, arranged to constrict entry, but
with vast, empty spaces separating individual buildings so to allow access by military
tanks to control potentially unruly populations. The hostels were the agglomeration of
Baron Haussmann’s blockade-preventing boulevards (Harvey, 2006) and Agamben’s camp
[Fig..3]. Yet, just a few miles away on the slopes of Table Mountain, stood fertile wine estates, expansive suburban homes, and a thriving central business district. The depravity
of the migrant labour hostels was intentionally produced as a site of control that enabled
maximum capital accumulation and worked through state-sponsored beliefs in racialized
and gendered difference. Through the denial of basic provisions and access to the city,
resources, and rights were rendered scarce, with each working through and reinforcing
the other, as a governing method. The state-fabricated scarcity served as both an expression and technology of apartheid. It enabled the capitalist system which relied upon
the profit produced through the laboring black body. It worked to suppress resistance,
and to articulate difference and dominance. The right to space and place, meaning the
right of adequate space and the freedom to choose your place in the city, were withheld
as a method of city making and governance. Cape Town, like other apartheid cities, was
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socially and spatially structured through the duality of city and ‘camp’; the comparative
scarcity of the camp served as both a product and producer of apartheid.

Figure 2. ‘Bare life’ inside a migrant labour hostel (Photo by author)

Figure 3. Relentless rows of migrant labour
hostels (Photo by author)

Rendering scarcity visible
Yet, in the face of such politically induced liminality, the migrant labour hostels became the
site and subject of political resistance in the mid-1980s in ways that offered alternatives
to apartheid and its spatiality. The hostel struggles claimed both rights and resources in
ways that discursively and materially rendered visible the injustices of apartheid. Such
renderings are critical to addressing poverty and inequality in cities. At the University of
California, Berkeley I have served as a teaching assistant for a course on Global Poverty9.
One of the metaphoric vehicles we introduce in the course is Charles Baudelaire’s poem
“The Eyes of the Poor”, through Marshall Berman’s analysis in All That is Solid Melts into Air
(1988). As Berman demonstrates, “The Eyes of the Poor” powerfully captures the ruptures and juxtapositions so characteristic of modernity. The Baudelaire poem enables us
to reflect upon how the poor are discursively ‘othered’ and distanced just at the moment
in which poverty is brought to light through the production of the modern city. The contradictory relationships between wealth, poverty, modernity, and the city strike a familiar
cord in Cape Town. As a host of writers, including Jennifer Robinson (1996) and Susan
Parnell and Alan Mabin (1995), have told us the South African apartheid city is the modernist city par excellence. The separations fabricated between places, races, ethnicities,
and genders are symptomatic of modernity on a grand scale. In light of such separations,
I want to turn attention to how resistance to apartheid has attended to scarcity, in part
by rendering visible what has otherwise been pushed to the margins. Through its very
act of classifying and spatially separating people of different races, apartheid worked to
divide, and in doing so obfuscated the scarcity that it produced. Poverty and differenti-
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ated citizenship were hidden from view, from both other citizens and other spaces. The
story of the design of the Hostels Upgrades is therefore significant as one of encounters
between privilege and poverty and between ‘othered’ races, genders, and spaces.
In some ways the story of struggle at the hostels begins with the repeal of a key piece
of apartheid legislation in 1985: the Pass Laws. The repeal allowed hostel dwellers’ wives
and children to legally join them in the city. While such freedom of movement was in
itself good it materially meant that facilities that had so poorly accommodated one man
per bed suddenly became home to one family per bed. To address this condition a group
of hostel dwellers initiated a campaign to ‘upgrade’ the hostels into family units. The
choice to mobilize around domestic issues was not politically neutral in its pragmatisms,
but rather quite strategic. At this point in South African history, labour served as the
predominant urban site of struggle with the factory visually and discursively symbolizing
the apartheid struggle [Fig. 4].

Figure 4. The sawtooth-shaped roof and factory aesthetic were chosen for the Museum of Struggle
and associated buildings at Red Location, Port Elizabeth, by Noero Wolff Architects, because of the potency of ‘the factory’ as a site and symbol of the struggle against apartheid (Photos by author)

Yet for hostel dwellers the integration of political action and labour was unwise: their
right to be in the city was precariously linked to employment. If they lost their jobs. as a
result of taking part in strikes or other political actions, they would also lose their ‘pass’
and therefore their legal ability to reside in the city. The domestic was therefore claimed
as a ‘safe’ site of struggle (Liebermann, 2012). The domestic and the spatial were woven
together as the means through which to make claims for the right to the city (Lefebvre,
Kofman and Lebas, 1996), and thus for equal citizenship and democracy. Political struggle,
domestic life, and scarcity became bound together.
Rendering Visible the Hostels – and Hostel Dwellers
To transform the hostel dormitories into family homes, though, required a spatial imagination and therefore, professional expertise. Bringing on board such expertise10 brought
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together black migrant laborers from the Eastern Cape with privileged white professional Capetonians (Ramphele, 1993; Cooke, 2011). This story focuses on one of the
architects involved, Julian Cooke, because he is most commonly identified as the project’s
professional and architectural leader. Cooke was brought ‘onboard’ to provide technical
advice to the hostel dwellers, but his role quickly came to exceed that which typically
characterized professional arrangements. He had liberal political leanings but had never
before engaged in radical political action (Cooke, 2011). Yet, before long, he became a key
interlocutor for the hostel dwellers. He and his professional associates not only devised
possible designs for converting the hostels into family units, but also took on the tasks
of mediating between the hostel dwellers and municipal officials, fundraising to build the
new units and helping bring to life the trust that oversaw the upgrades (Cooke, 2011;
Liebermann, 2012).
Thus, architects – and through their professional practices, architecture – began to be integrated into the struggle against apartheid. The making of architecture began to take on
the characteristics of redress: of reimagining the city as a space of democracy. This particular form of redress, directed towards scarcity, became an act of encounter: between
architects and migrant laborers, between poverty and privilege, between the domestic
and the political, and between rights and resources. Such a framing of the work of Cooke
and his associates is not intended to glorify the work of a single architect, or the architectural profession, rather, it demonstrates that part of the reason the Hostels Upgrades is a
compelling story is the fact that it served as a site through which such different positions
and struggles came together in ways that subverted the apartheid program of separating
races and spaces. Privileged architects, planners and educators, who normally resided
literally ‘on the hill’ at the University of Cape Town11 were brought into intimate contact
with both poverty and its spaces on the Cape Flats. The lives that were rendered bare in
the hostels were made visible: to architects, to academic units at the University of Cape
Town, and to municipal officials at a range of levels and capacities. The space between
the center and periphery of the city began to be traversed, thus disturbing the apartheid
paradigm of separation.
I recognize that the manner of framing the encounters above, characterizing poverty and
peripheries as the subject of the vision of the privileged, can be critiqued for reproducing a colonizing vision. So I must clarify that I am instead seeking to demonstrate how
lives and spaces became bound together, and thus how the distance produced through
the colonizing vision was displaced. Looking through architecture draws attention to
the history of encounters and alliances that tied together different races and classes in
South Africa in ways that provide an alternative to apartheid’s narrative of separation.
Professional careers and forms of political belonging, for both the hostel dwellers and
professionals, were forged through involvement in the Hostels Upgrades. We can characterize figures like Cooke as a ‘double agent’ (Roy, 2010, p.191) or ‘insider-outsider’, as
he performed commendable poverty action that simultaneously built his career through
his involvement in the Hostels Upgrades. Yet, hostel dwellers also used their involvement
in the Hostels Upgrades for professional gain, as quite a few parlayed their experience
into careers in government in the post-apartheid era (Ramphele, 1993; Cooke, 2011;
Liebermann, 2012; Mxokozeli, 2012). The Hostels Upgrades demonstrates how privilege,
poverty, and scarcity can be framed not only through binary frameworks, but also as sites
of interconnection, as discussed by Doreen Massey (2007).
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Giving [architectural] form to scarcity
As an architectural scholar, I find the Hostels Upgrades an intriguing case because it
brings together the above paradigm of encounter with the work of making architecture. The Hostels Upgrades serves as an artifact giving form to scarcity, and provides a
lens into what may be an architectural redress of scarcity. Such redress involves both
rendering visible and addressing the products of scarcity. In the case of the Hostels
Upgrades, scarcity, its fabrication, and alternatives were materially and conceptually expressed through the acts of architectural production. The architecture addressed the
spatial deprivations of the hostels, reflected the financial limitations of redress, and was
evidence of the search for an architectural language that adequately negotiated political
positions with formal concerns. While redress was only ever partially realized, perhaps in
the spirit of the partiality of ‘tactics’ as put forth by Michel de Certeau (1984), the fact of
the effort in the face of architecture’s historical complicity with apartheid and colonialism
makes this a significant moment in Cape Town architectural production.
Redressing Spatial Deprivations
As a redress of spatial deprivations, the design of the hostels drew upon two conceptual
devices: the notion of ad hoc and nostalgia for the medieval city. The project of upgrading
the hostel dormitories into family units was done in two ways: some units were created
by remodeling existing hostel buildings, converting buildings that had contained individual
sleeping rooms and accessory facilities into multi-unit family units. Since such conversions could only house a fraction of the families that had previously been residing in the
hostels, new structures were also built. These were added in between existing buildings, filling in the vast spaces separating buildings in ways that sought to create vibrant,
interactive public spaces. The design at more intimate scale was a process that Cooke
(2012) described as ‘ad hoc’. Meaning, rather than proceeding from a pre-formulated
design scheme, each building was designed as needed, in reflection of the particular conditions it faced. Common architectural details were carried across buildings, facilitating
the process of producing construction drawings, and construction itself. Unit sizes and
typologies were worked out in a participatory process with hostel dwellers early in the
project’s life. The actual implementation of upgrading, however, was designed as ‘ad-hoc’.
This process was in part a pragmatic response to the temporal condition of the project,
since it was carried out in fits and starts as a result of the constantly shifting political
climate and limited availability of funding. I read ‘ad-hoc’ also as a rejection of the grand
modernist plans that were politically linked to apartheid (Pinnock, 1989) and seen as spatially devastating to the city. I have elsewhere described this refutation as similar to the
infamous battles between Jane Jacobs and Robert Moses (Berman, 1988), and in psychoanalytic terms as a response to the trauma of the architectural and planning professions’
historic role in enabling apartheid (Tomer, 2012).
The design at the larger scale of the site also demonstrates a refutation of modernist
planning. This was clearly done in part to produce a spatial alternative to the environments created under apartheid that were discussed above in terms that brought together Haussmann and Agamben’s ‘bare life’. However, when asked about design intents and
precedents, Cooke (2012) states that his design was subconsciously inspired by his time
in Venice, Italy, early in his career. He strove to reproduce the city’s rhythmic expansion
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and contraction of winding streets and piazza’s. We can frame this as medieval urbanism,
as a refutation and alternative to the modernism of the apartheid city. Thus, the Hostels
Upgrades was designed in ways that sought to spatially and procedurally provide an
alternative to the modernist design devices that created the hostel environment. The
camp is rendered away with the goal of allowing only a palimpsest of scarcity to remain.
Addressing Financial Scarcity
The second way in which the Hostels Upgrades rendered scarcity is through the design’s
reflection of the scarcity of financial resources. While this is not the place to discuss the
complex financial arrangements that enabled the construction of the upgrades, suffice
it to say that although the project managed to garner the political capital necessary to
attract funding, it was quite minimal. In each of its many stages, during and after apartheid,
the project had to maneuver through a context governed by the financial paradigms of
the market system. Since residents could afford only very low rents, the architecture
was reduced to providing only the bare minimum, in terms of space, amenities, and formal
features. This is illustrated clearly in the unit shown in Figure 5: formal expression on
the exterior was limited to paint color. In the interior the unit consists of an open-plan
lower level and on the upper level the two sleeping spaces are only separated by a permeable partition. While there is a bathroom it consists only of a toilet, sink, and taps. The
residents must do their bathing in tubs, with water brought in buckets.

Figure 5. The ‘architecture of scarcity’ at the Gugulethu Hostels Upgrade (Photos by author)
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Of course, even this most minimal architecture must be read as an improvement over
other alternatives. These include ‘informal’ dwellings – or shacks in which many South
Africans are forced to live. They also include other housing projects, many built in 1994
or after, of such inexpensive construction that, ironically, the model ‘Native’ housing built
during apartheid is considered a superior and sought after residential product. The Hostels Upgrades architects pride themselves on devoting funds to implementing construction features such as cavity walls that keep the units watertight and relatively climatically
comfortable12. While such minimal architecture seems to take us back to the Agamben
metaphor of ‘bare’, a ‘bare architecture’ suggests something more akin to a shack: an architecture that supports life only in its most fragile state. This is why I am characterizing
the Hostels Upgrades as an architecture of scarcity. Scarcity implies lack, comparatively,
but not the absolute absence of amenities that could be characterized as ‘bare’. The Hostels Upgrades may lack what would elsewhere be considered essential, such as a shower
or bathtub, and a sophisticated, evocative formal expression, but they are solid homes,
expressing some degree of design intent and articulation.
Finding an Architectural Language of Redress
Which brings me to the final point, that the Hostels Upgrades represent the project of
conceptualizing an architectural language that adequately translates political positions
into architectural form. In one sense, the severely constrained budgets of projects like
the Hostels Upgrades inhibit opportunities for formal flourishes. Yet, such constraints
did not inhibit architects from wanting to create architectural works of formal, as well as
social, merit. In addition to the financial limitations, designing an architecture of scarcity
is complicated by the historical baggage brought by both modernism and postmodernism, and a dialectical struggle between formalism and social project. Modernism has
roots in part in the social program of Europe in the inter-war years, which South African
architects like Cooke celebrate, but in South Africa its past reveals much more sinister
roots. Postmodernism was an equally problematic language to which to turn: it was darkly co-opted by apartheid as a way of distinguishing between ethnic groups through the
application of symbolic decorative features.
I believe that the architecture that eventually developed in the Hostels Upgrades and
similar projects designed to address apartheid and its legacy [Fig. 6] was one that negotiated the dialectics of modernism and postmodernism, formalism and social project,
by turning the body. Nigel Thrift (2004, p.74) discusses the way in which video artist
Bill Viola produces “an affective history of the city” by representing the city through “a
chronicle of faces and hands and tears”. I want to propose that South African architects
such as Julian Cooke also use affect to offer the possibility for a democratically political
architecture. While for Viola the body tells the story of the city, for Cooke the body
becomes the subject of, and inspiration for, architecture. The production of architecture
reflects a certain political and economic trajectory, but the actual production of form,
the act of designing, draws upon the soma - the human body. Architectural features are
articulated to provide space for visual and physical comfort and exchange. The Hostels
Upgrades architecture is one that is scaled to the body, that creates visual and experiential rhythm and delight not through grand gestures, but in modest, utilitarian features like
stairs and overhangs [Fig. 7].
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Figure 6. The architecture of redress, at the Philippi Station Transit Interchange, Cape Town (Photos
by author)

Figure 7. Architecture scaled to, and inspired by, the body, at the Langa Hostels Upgrades (Photos by
author)

In some ways this can be seen as a continuation of what has been in South Africa a tradition of ‘humanizing modernism’. This form of modernism, which began in the post-World
War II years as a way of refuting the fundamentalism of the international style that had
initially taken root in South Africa in the 1920s and 1930s, was an expression of concern
for the human body. I have elsewhere (Tomer, 2012) pointed out that such humanism
celebrated the human body but in ways that obscured difference, and thus the positionality of the body. I would argue that the politics behind a project like the Hostels Upgrades
pushes architecture into a realm that draws upon, but exceeds that of humanist modernism. The application of formal concerns for the body in a politically charged context of
redress, materially and symbolically transforms the architecture from one of neutralizing
to one of recognizing and addressing difference.
Conclusion: binding together rights, resources,
and architecture
The Hostels Upgrades project helps us think about scarcity and the city in two ways.
First, it demonstrates a particular mode of scarcity, that of the articulation of resources
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and rights. Agamben helps us recognize that such an articulation is in part a manifestation
of particular modes of sovereignty which works with and through modes of capitalism.
While the Hostels Upgrades is a particular case, grounded in a particular space and
time, it is important to point out that for Agamben the camp is not merely a product of
repressive regimes but is actually the space of modernity: “[t]he growing dissociation of
birth (bare life) and the nation-state is the new fact of politics in our day, and what we
call camp is this disjunction… The camp as dislocating localization is the hidden matrix
of the politics in which we are still living, and it is this structure of the camp that we must
learn to recognize in all its metamorphoses” (1998, p.175). The camp’s validity today, as
metaphor for governing through fabricated scarcity, demonstrates the importance of
attending to how scarcity has historically been situated – and resisted. As James Holston
(2008; Holston and Appadurai, 1996) shows us through the distinction between substantive and formal citizenship, the granting of rights does not necessarily translate into
a granting of resources. In South Africa as in Holston’s Brazil, universal rights have not
brought with them access to resources and quality-of-life necessities. As we now inhabit
a post-apartheid, or simply democratic era, the specific contours of rights and resource
provision and scarcity must be studied and addressed.
Second, the Hostels Upgrades begins to offer the possibility for studying spatial disciplines such as architecture as sites for addressing scarcity. Architecture, which is so often
vilified as a discipline of domination and navel-gazing, has the potential to suggest and
enact new articulations of rights and resources that can engage and challenge scarcity
in the city. This happened in part by forging connections between spaces and race, two
categories through which scarcity is so often produced. Architecture – like all productions of space (Lefebvre, 1974) - is a social act, and as such bridges social relations of
encounter with the making of the built form. Architects have therefore the capacity to
translate professionalism to citizenship, using their professional practices to build social
belonging and liberating visions of the city.The Hostels Upgrades lets us hope they do so.
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Endnotes
1 To be clear, ‘scarcity’ in Cape Town, and throughout South Africa, has most definitely not been eliminated through the transition from apartheid to democracy. It is, however, produced and entrenched in new
ways. It is the historical forms of scarcity, produced under apartheid, that are of concern in this paper.
2 Native was the term used under apartheid to refer to ‘Black’ South Africans. The other racial classifications devised were Coloured, to refer to those of mixed-race, White, and Asian, which referred
predominantly to people from India.
3 The Soweto uprisings began on June 16, 1976. High school students across Soweto, Johannesburg,
protested against the requirement that all school instruction be conducted in Afrikaans. The protests
soon turned violent, with an official casualty number of 176, which is assumed to be actually higher. The
protests in Soweto soon spread across cities in South Africa and are considered a galvanizing moment
in the struggle against apartheid.
4 This is the language used by the architects participating in these programs at the time.
5 The project’s name changed many times over its life, so for the purpose of this paper I will call it the
Hostels Upgrades.
6 I borrow this term from Gulsum Baydar Nalbantoglu, who uses it in conjunction with Derrida’s concept of ‘supplement’.
7 Black, or ‘Native’ South Africans were actually classified by the apartheid government as not citizens
of the South African state, but rather of their assigned homelands. As such, whether residing in the
homeland or in other parts of the nation, they existed in a permanent space of exception, without the
protection of universal rights or rules of law.
8 In Cape Town, this was only the case for townships designated for ‘Natives’. There were also townships for ‘Coloured’ and ‘Asian’ people, who were not subject to pass requirements and therefore those
townships did include family accommodation.
9 Taught by Professor Ananya Roy.
10 These connections were forged by Father David Russell, who headed the Ministry to Migrant Workers project of the Cape Town diocese of the Church of the Province of South Africa. Father Russell
sought out architects to assist with the planning of the hostel upgrades, on behalf of the hostel dwellers.

‘

11 The university is located on the slopes of Table Mountain, overlooking the Cape Town metropolitan
area, and particularly the townships on the Cape Flats.
12 Central heating is quite rare in Cape Town, despite the fact that the area experiences wet, cold winters, as characterized by the moniker ‘Cape of Storms’. Therefore, homes in Cape Town, of all types, are
generally found to be quite cold in winter, and the Hostels Upgrades’ lack of heating is typical in the city.
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Abstract
This essay analyses the innovative architectonic approaches developed by Soviet architects
in their entries to a 1927 design competition for a new socialist housing type, the so-called
dom-kommuna or house-commune. The competition, sponsored by the preeminent architectural journal, Sovremennaia Arkhitektura, sought solutions to address Moscow’s severe housing
shortage within the limits of economic stringency.While the eight published entries abound with
charts and graphs to substantiate claims of efficiency, these technocratic accoutrements obscure
radical spatial complexity. At the scale of both the building and the unit, the competition designs
capitalize on architectural expertise to wrest generosity from Spartan conditions. In each entry,
careful allocation of program and circulation resulted in a masterful balance of plan minimalism
and sectional expansiveness.This paper situates the house-commune competition entries within
their historic context, but also thoroughly analyzes the architectural solutions to elicit programmatic and spatial and strategies that may be instructive for current practice.
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The Innovative Potential of Scarcity in SA’s Comradely Competition
for Communal Housing, 1927
…Hey, an apartment!
(Act II, The Barber of Seville)

Let us agree once and for all: a dwelling is the cornerstone of human
life. We note the axiom: without a dwelling, a man cannot act. Now,
in addition to this, I report to all those living in Berlin, Paris, London,
and other places,—there are no apartments in Moscow.
How then do they live there?
Here’s how they live.
Without apartments.
Mikhail Bulgakov, “Moscow in the Twenties,” (Moscow, 1924).1

Figure 1. Cover of Sovremennaia Arkhitektura, no.
4-5, 1927

In 1926, the preeminent Soviet architectural journal Sovremennaia Arkhitektura (Contemporary Architecture, hereafter SA) announced a “Comradely Competition for Communal
Housing,” with the charge to design the so-called dom-kommuna or house-commune.
[Fig.1] The competition was prompted by the need for innovative urban housing solutions in cities such as Moscow that were experiencing a population spike at a time of
economic downturn. Urban overcrowding and fiscal belt tightening are, of course, familiar base conditions for twenty-first century architects engaged with the housing question. But the latest solution to urban housing scarcity in the United States, the lauded
micro-unit, is one that operates in the narrow spatial range of plan-based design. Early
Soviet house-commune competition entries on the other hand, now nearly a century
old and largely forgotten, offer an example of expanded architectonic imagination in re-
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sponse to urban housing deficiency. Viewed as collective work, the eight entries promote
the entire residential complex not as simply an agglomeration of individual units, but as
a “social condenser,” a collective space in which new social relations may be inculcated.
At the same time, the entries capitalize on the designers’ control of space, specifically
the phenomenological asset of sectional generosity within the privatized domestic realm.
Systemic recalibration of the programs and spaces within the multi-unit housing complex
was a crucial factor that permitted, finally, improved public and private spheres.
From a socio-political standpoint the house-commune was to be the architectural instantiation of communism, the setting for the novyi byt or “new way of life,” promulgated
by the regime deliberately to reform the structures of everyday existence at all levels.
Financial feasibility of construction was, however, equally important; inventive solutions
were encouraged, but only within the most efficient spatial and material means possible.
Many of the eight published competition entries indicate floor areas allocated to the individual resident, apartment and overall complex in their accompanying descriptive text.
But these technocratic charts obscure, perhaps purposefully, the radical spatial complexity of the units themselves. Careful allocation of program and circulation resulted in a
masterful balance of plan minimalism and sectional generosity. In what follows, I propose
to reinvigorate the current debate about minimal housing by injecting a dose of early
Soviet programming and spatial innovation.
The economic effect of the Russian Civil War (1918-1921) on Russia’s cities was immediate and devastating. The population of Moscow fell almost 50% during this period, heavy
industry, already well-behind production of Western Europe, was virtually at a standstill.2
After 1921, upon the institution of the NEP Period (Novaya Ekonomicheskaya Politika or
New Economic Policy), workers flooded back into cities that were ill equipped to handle the influx of population. Since all property had been socialized in 1917, the Soviet
state was solely responsible to address the housing shortfall, yet governmental building projects were stymied throughout the 1920’s by financial instability and insufficient
project management infrastructure. Stopgap measures were put in place, the first being
subdivision of previously aristocratic and bourgeois residences into multi-unit housing.
This solution, persistent throughout the Soviet period, is what came to be known as the
kommunalka (communal apartment), a jury-rigged housing solution in which each family
was granted a private room or two, and they shared entry, corridor, kitchen and often
bathroom facilities with other families.3 But even with the transformation of existing
building stock, a severe housing shortage ensued. The figures for urban housing during
the first full decade of Soviet power reveal state acknowledgement of the problem and
an incredible response: between 1923 and 1930, thirty four million square meters of
housing were built, enough to house 3.8 million Soviet citizens.4
Such circumstances made housing reform—specifically the design of efficient communal
unit types that would sweep away petit bourgeois domestic habits—the primary means
by which the architectural avant-garde could contribute to the material transformation
of society. To engage the housing crisis architects had to be versed in the terms of the
most heated sociological debate at the time that struggled to define the novyi byt, or new
way of living. In his Questions of Everyday Life (1923), Leon Trotsky argued that stubborn
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relational habits, the stuff of everyday life (byt), would have to be consciously reconceived
in order to construct the new society. “Politics are flexible,” he wrote, “but byt is immobile and obstinate.5 [Figs. 2a, 2b]

Figure 2a. Leon Trotsky, 1923
(http://www.marxist.com/bolshevism-and-stalinism-rs.htm)

Figure 2b. Questions of Everyday
Life, Leon Trotsky, 1923
Book cover by Aleksandr Rodchenko
(http://globe.khib.no/remaprepeat/?page_id=199#1)

The source of everyday habit is the nuclear household; as such, Trotsky contended that
traditional and oppressive domestic relations between husband and wife were a most
pernicious stumbling block to the creation of a liberated proletariat. In order to ensure
the ascendance of novyi byt, three massive societal changes were necessary, all targeted
to achieve equality of the sexes. First, women must be liberated from “domestic slavery.”
Second, childcare must become the precinct of the socialist state. Third, private property
relations, in the form of marriage, must be dissolved. Although the attack on byt was
primarily framed as a social issue, an equally crucial economic dimension motivated the
transformation.The reconfiguration of domestic life would provide the influx of workers
needed to drive Soviet industry to Western standards. Liberation from housework and
child rearing, achieved through communal dining and drop-off laundry facilities as well
as live-in and drop-off nurseries, would permit women to enter the labor force. At the
Fifteenth Congress of the Communist Party, held December 1927 in Moscow, architects
were among those pointedly addressed to help construct the the novyi byt:
In drawing up a practical plan it is not enough to pose the problem of
the cultural revolution in general terms. There is an enormous job to
be done and in working out a five-year plan we must ... see to it that
we avoid a situation in which industry is developing along socialist lines
whereas our new apartments still have the same old kitchens, the same
troughs, and the same washtubs.6
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These same old kitchens and washtubs perpetuated a pre-revolutionary mode of living
that threatened to overwhelm the potential for systemic change.
Because of the poor state of the Soviet economy, and lack of internal industrial capacity,
the material detritus of prerevolutionary life was often all that was available for domestic use. At the very moment that architects were formulating their competition entries
for the house-commune, German writer Walter Benjamin was visiting Moscow on an
extended two-month stay. Benjamin underscores in his diary the myriad ways in which
scarcity was simply a fact of life for Soviet citizens in 1926: scarcity of goods, scarcity of
living space, scarcity of privacy, scarcity of comfort. After visiting the rooms of fellow
writers, he compared the Soviet interior to the standard bourgeois interior:
Like all the rooms I had seen so far…it contains only a few pieces of
furniture…Completeness is an essential feature of the petit-bourgeois
interior: the walls must be covered with pictures, the sofa with cushions, the cushions with coverlets, the consoles with knickknacks, the
windows with stained glass. Of all this only a few items here and there
have indiscriminately survived. If people manage to bear rooms which
look like infirmaries after inspection, it is because their way of life has
so alienated them from domestic existence. The place in which they
live is the office, the club, the street.7
Benjamin’s notes on the spartan Soviet domestic realm end with allusion to the new way
of life being constructed, a life lived in the office (not the factory: he was, after all, an author-producer), the club, the street. However, he complicates the relationship between
the new way of life and domestic space. It is not necessarily that the new way of life is
so compelling that interiors cease to matter; he implies as well that the “depressing”
interiors might in fact also force Soviet citizens into public life. As we shall see, material
austerity is reframed by Soviet architects as a positive, cleansing asceticism. In the new
architectural containers devised by SA house-commune competition entrants, light, air,
and communal facilities substitute for, and make unnecessary, bourgeois living habits.
Social, economic and disciplinary motivations intertwined to forge innovative approaches in the SA Comradely Competition. From a social perspective, architects were encouraged to engage the construction of the novyi byt. Socially innovative programs and
forms were hammered out under a regime of economic restraint, such that designers
were challenged to devise highly efficient, and constructable, responses. Although it does
not appear that the competition entrants were given specific per-person floor areas to
achieve, a number of the entries met a severe restriction of nine square meters per person. Such tight quarters were justified initially by SA competition entrants, and later by
the Soviet government, in light of amenities decanted into communal spaces elsewhere
in the complex.8 Thus armed with a governmental mandate, and a specific program for
change, the discipline of architecture was in a position to enact societal and spatial transformation. In deliberately incendiary language, architect G. Wegman utilized the pages of
SA to spark his colleagues into action. He implored the readership first to consider the
bare facts of the housing crisis, and second, to consider the grave risk that opportunities
for meaningful intervention might pass:
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The desperate housing shortage that befell us in 1921, and that progressed rapidly until 1924, leaves us now in a state of “crisis;” it is,
explicitly, a national disaster, corroding not only the individual human
body but the entire country… It is unacceptable if at the end we have
allowed, with deep regret, the colossal potential for new construction,
created by the storm of revolution, to remain inert or unexploited at
an appropriate scale.9
It is not enough, stated Wegman, to be handed the task; action must follow. Per his formulation, what was at stake was the efficacy of architecture.
SA, published from 1926-1930, was the most prominent Soviet architectural journal in
the late 1920s, and also the only architectural journal that published into the period of
Stalin’s First Five-Year Plan (1928-1932).The journal was, for all intents and purposes, the
mouthpiece of the OSA (Ob’edinenia Sovremennikh Arkhitektorov, Union of Contemporary
Architects), a group with strong avant-garde credentials. From its foundation, the OSA
concerned itself with the role architecture could play in the foundation of novyi byt. Internal debates over the appropriate programmatic and spatial constitution of this new social
order figure heavily in the first couple of years of SA’s publication.
When the editors of SA announced the competition and posed a set of questions on
the topic of communal housing to the readership almost a decade had passed since the
October Revolution. For the leftist intelligentsia—to which the editorship of the journal
belonged—the time for “making do” was past. The SA competition was not the first,
however, to elicit solutions to the problem of the communal house. In 1925, the Moscow
Soviet organized a design competition for communal housing, and articulated for the
first time in the competition brief the auxiliary facilities that were to become standard
provisions in most subsequent iterations of the type: common dining halls and kitchens,
laundry and recreational facilities.10
Forceful instantiation of the novyi byt, as was promoted by the house-commune competition, might sound like a bio-political act.11 It is important, therefore, to be clear about
the remote relationship between SA and the state.The journal was published by Gosizdat,
the State publishing house. But during the NEP period—understood historically as a
pluralistic time in economic and social terms—artistic-theoretical enterprises were allowed a degree of freedom, including freedom to express openly distrust of bureaucratic
interference in design work, as the editors of SA did in their first issue.12 They were
invested in devising solutions to the housing shortage, to be sure, and in thinking through
the organizational implications of new communal programs. Of equal importance, however, was the broader drive to provide architectural and planning practices a foothold in
the new society, and to achieve design excellence within the constraints of a culture of
minimalism. Unlike the first house-commune competition noted above, the SA competition was not state-derived. As a consequence, the first truly architectural solutions to the
problem of the communal house emerged from the 1927 SA competition, since the particular tasks set for the entrants were devised by designers themselves and assiduously
formulated to bring forth innovative spatial solutions.
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Figure 3. What are your specific ideas about
the house-commune? Questionnaire in Sovremennaia Arkhitektura, no. 4, 1926

The questionnaire published prior to the competition addressed two different respondent types: the comrade (worker) and the specialist (builders, engineers, economists).
[Fig. 3] The pseudo-sociological scrim of the survey suggests an outward interest on
behalf of the editorship in non-specialist collaboration, but the very construction of the
questions themselves reveal lingering meritocratic tendencies.
Comrade:
1. How do you visualize the material framework of the workers’ new
way of life and what is your attitude to the purely utilitarian aspect of
things, i.e., their petit-bourgeois essence?
2. What do you think of the new way of life? In your opinion, what new
needs have arisen and what old needs are now dying out?
3. Which aspects of life should remain private and which should be
organized on a collective social basis?
4. How are the problems of public catering linked with the liberation of
woman from her enforced social passivity?
5. What are your views on the public education of children within the
framework of new forms of collectivism and new social customs? On
the possibility of organizing special establishments for training children?
6. Comrade, do you have any suggestions on how to organize the workers’ leisure?
Specialist:
1. What new building materials and methods should be used to replace
the old ones with due regard for insulation value and economy?
2. What new equipment should the apartment contain?
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3. What should be used instead of permanent partitions?
4. What is more economical and rational: a building with just a few
apartments or one with many (rural or urban type of housing)?
5. What is the most rational number of stories with due regard for the
method of construction?
6. What are the minimum dimensions (area, volume) of various types
of rooms?
7.What is the role of standards in relation to the rationality and economy of residential construction? What standards should be introduced?13
The questions addressed to the workers are carefully formulated to garner support for
inevitable social and programmatic changes to urban housing. The first question asks the
respondent to envision a new material framework of living conditions, but refers simultaneously to the “purely utilitarian aspect of things,” thereby promoting an ascetic lifestyle
free of material accumulation (the purview of the petit-bourgeois, per Benjamin’s formulation and assumed by the editors). In addition to an ascetic personal sphere, the survey
tacitly elicits support for auxiliary programs to be shared by house-commune residents.
Communal dining facilities are cited as a means to ensure “liberation of woman from
her enforced social passivity,” and care of children, the questionnaire implies, should be a
matter of public rather than familial concern. Because the proper answer is embedded
in each of these questions, the use of actual responses would be of limited value to the
competition entrants except as corroboration for preconceived editorial attitudes about
communal housing.
When addressing the specialist, the survey questions are more open-ended and seek to
accumulate specific, quantifiable information from among peers that could be used to
set rational design parameters. The questionnaire asks advice on the optimal number of
building stories, reasonable unit dimensions and appropriate equipment within the units.
The only leading question in the specialist’s section asks: “what should be used instead
of permanent partitions?” Here, the fixed and cellular nature of the pre-revolutionary
unit plan is summarily dismissed as incompatible with the contemporary need for flexibility and openness. Five lengthy responses to the questionnaire were published in early
1927—all by specialists—which, in addition to the initial call for entries, constituted the
informal competition brief for the designers.
Before analyzing the eight published competition entries, the house-commune designs
must be situated within a longer trajectory of architectural type, since spatial innovation
here emerges not only from social and economic forces, but from within the discipline
of architecture. To suggest that early Soviet architects were referring in any way to past
precedents is to repudiate the avant-garde’s own anti-historical rhetoric. But as the
house-commune designs demonstrate, the spatial and material strategies in evidence
reveal latent acknowledgement of past models, even if to consciously reverse them.
Two pre-revolutionary housing types impelled the spatial play evident in the competition
entries: the izba and the bourgeois apartment block. The izba, a traditional rural peasant
house, is a thick walled, low ceilinged single story structure. The spatial and material
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memory of this archetypal Russian house would have been carried into Soviet cities by
newly arrived rural émigrés. The izba was an autonomous object in an agrarian context,
the site of back-breaking domestic work for women and agricultural work for men;
a culturally-loaded artifact. For the urban proletariat, the bourgeois apartment block
resonated, conversely, as an aspirational housing type. But while the soaring ceilings of
these urban apartments allowed light to stream through large windows, a clear hierarchy
of space within the floor plan was also evident. In the prototypical pre-revolutionary
apartment block, the “address” apartments faced the street while the other half of the
units looked onto a courtyard internal to the city block. Inside the apartments service
programs such as kitchens, lavatories, and servants’ quarters were tucked against an internal wall and deprived of natural light and air.

Figure 4. All eigth entries for the Comradely Competition for Communal Housing, Sovremennaia Arkhitektura, no. 4-5, 1927

Economic, social, and disciplinary motivations align in four potent architectural maneuvers that recur in the published entries to SA’s Comradely Competition for Communal
Housing. [Fig. 4] Starting at the scale of the complex and moving to the unit, the entries
share inclusion of building-wide communal facilities, inventive unit access, vertical generosity,
and double exposure within the units. Of these four strategies only the first, communal facilities, hints at the socialist context in which the designs were devised. But the programs
of these shared facilities, and the role they play within the complex of small unit types,
can and should nonetheless be revisited in the context of latter day micro-unit design.
The bare-bones competition brief made no mention of shared facilities, yet all respondents included communal services within their designs.These auxiliary programs had two
major site planning and architectural implications. First, the house-commune complexes
were necessarily organized around these new social hubs. In both the Ginzburg and
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Wegman schemes (Entries No.1,2), communal facilities were located on the top floor
and accessed via sky-bridges that linked complexes of multiple buildings; the balance of
the entries placed these programs, perhaps more pragmatically, on the ground floor. [Figs.
5a, 5b & 6a, 6b] In all designs the large communal spaces were made distinctly legible
from afar—with transparent facades that contrasted to the aggregative unit floors—in
order to communicate the new programs at the building scale. The second important
implication of auxiliary programs was a reduction of square footage within the housing
units. As the text that accompanies Ginzburg’s scheme explained, common dining, recreation, kindergarten, nursery, and laundry facilities were programmatic innovations that
permitted transition to a fully socialist sensibility, but they were also a way to reduce construction costs on a unit-by-unit basis.14 In many entries the unit kitchen was drastically
minimized, the bathroom reduced in size to preclude household washing, and sleeping
quarters decreased to loft-like proportions, since waking leisure time was to be spent on
public recreation and study. Framed in this way, small private dwelling units were simply
the result of a more robust public sphere.

Figures 5a, 5b. Entry 1, M. Ia. Ginzburg, Sovremennaia Arkhitektura, no. 4-5, 1927
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Figures 6a, 6b. Entry 2, G. Wegman, Sovremennaia Arkhitektura, no. 4-5, 1927

One design adjustment within the private unit that generated friction between
house-commune architects and the eventual occupants was the minimal provision for
individual food preparation, the trade-off for common dining facilities.The All-Union Population Census of 1926 found that a full 36.5% of families shared a kitchen with others,
22.3% had no kitchen facilities at all, and 4% were unknown; over half of the population,
therefore, was without a private kitchen.15 Such figures indicate that because of the
acute housing crisis—before the house-commune model had even come online—the
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private kitchen was a rare amenity, and likely a coveted one. As Nikolai Popov, chief of
Moscow housing noted in 1925, excision within the living unit of such a crucial amenity
was fine in concept for those psychologically ready to move to communal facilities, but
the majority instead clamored:“let us die in our [private] kitchens.”16 SA editor Ginzburg
understood that the house-commune had to accommodate the process of becoming fully
socialist, and as such unit designs must be reflective of this transitional moment.17 While
dining communally in the canteen was expected, Ginzburg and other designers also provided small kitchen alcoves in the units for reheating meals or making tea. The private
kitchen was justified only in this provisional manifestation; once full socialism took hold,
the kitchen could be easily removed and the niche given over to other uses. The minimal
kitchens in the SA competition entries had a single- or double-burner stovetop, shelving
and sometimes a small sink. Some versions even had a drop-down eating table that could
be collapsed and hidden from view when the kitchen was not in use. Later versions of
these units, such as those developed by Ginzburg and colleagues at the STROIKOM, and
those constructed in the Narkomfin Building in Moscow, also allowed for a kitchen niche,
which was to be closed most of the time behind accordion doors. [Fig. 7]

Figure 7. Kitchen rationalization, STROIKOM Research Group, Sovremennaia Arkhitektura, no. 1, 1929
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Sensitivity to building-wide efficiency required that the “wasted” space of common circulation be carefully considered as well. To use contemporary parlance: the spatial games
evident in the competition entries aimed at maximizing the net-to-gross ratio. Two primary circulation systems emerged among the competition entries to address this concern. In vertical access schemes, switchback stairs with intermediate landings were used
to access multiple units, obviating the need for common corridors. In horizontal access
schemes, shared corridors were used to enter the units, but they did not occur on every
floor and were often placed on an exterior wall to allow for natural light to enter the
common space. The designs of Wegman and Vladimirov (Entries No. 2, 3) are examples
of vertical schemes in which clusters of units hang off a single stairwell. [Figs. 8a, 8b]

Figures 8a, 8b. Entry 3,V.Vladimirov, Sovremennaia Arkhitektura, no. 4-5, 1927
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The crenellated plan form of Vladimirov’s prototype is comprised of a bar that holds the
majority of units, accessed on even landings, and a slightly proud square appendage with
units that utilize the half landings. This design hits a high note among the competition
entries for its mutually beneficial interior innovation and exterior articulation. The inherently dynamic building volumes are enlivened by the alternating fenestration between
the bar and its appendage.
An innovative “skip-stop” horizontal access type is seen most clearly in the sectional
axonometric drawing for A. Ol’s design (Entry No. 6). [Figs. 9a, 9b] In this scheme and Entries No. 1 and 4, the shared corridor occurs only every three floors in section to allow
for two-story units that are navigated by private vertical circulation.

Figures 9a, 9b. Entry 6, A. A. Ol, Sovremennaia Arkhitektura, no. 4-5,
1927
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Skip-stop unit access is best known as the innovation at the heart of Le Corbusier’s
Unité d’Habitation housing tower in Marseille, France (1947-52); it was not, however, his
creation. As Jean-Louis Cohen has noted, Le Corbusier toured the construction site of
the Narkomfin Housing Commune—the first building in Moscow constructed on the
skip-stop principle tested in the Comradely Competition—with his friend and colleague,
Moisei Ginzburg, when he traveled to Moscow in 1929. Le Corbusier took drawings of
the scheme home to Paris for later use, never crediting the source.18
In either vertical or horizontal access schemes, net-to-gross efficiency does not prevent social interaction. In the horizontal schemes long corridors—especially naturally-lit
shared access corridors on an exterior wall, like those in Vorotyntseva and Polyak’s design (Entry No. 4)—demonstrate gallery-like potential, and transmit interior activity and
sectional gymnastics to the exterior. [Figs. 10a, 10b]

Figures 10a, 10b. Entry 4, N.Vorotyntseva and R. Polyak, Sovremennaia Arkhitektura, no. 4-5, 1927
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If communal facilities were used as justification to reduce the typical unit size in plan,
clever building-wide circulation reinstalled generosity in unit section. This distinctive architectural response attacks the two pre-revolutionary housing precedents at once. The
specter of the dark and oppressive izba is banished, and the ample ceilings of the bourgeois apartment are co-opted and trumped by the open lightness of the double-height
living space of the house-commune unit. Expansive floor-to-ceiling windows in these
spaces also act as registers, on the exterior, of the relative transparency of private life
under socialism.

Figure 11. Entry 3,V.Vladimirov, Sovremennaia Arkhitektura, no. 4-5, 1927
Vladimorov’s design (Entry No. 3), well documented in two detailed plans, demonstrates
sectional expansiveness within the vertical access type. [Fig. 11] The first level plan shows
an entry landing for four small units, each with a living space, kitchen niche and toilet on
the entry floor. An internal set of stairs brings the inhabitant up to a narrow sleeping
loft that looks down over the double-height living space. Two additional units occupy the
square portion of the building to the top of the plan; access to these units is on a shared
half landing, and again, an internal stairway rises to a sleeping loft that looks down onto
the living room. A. Ol’s horizontal access design (Entry No. 6) utilizes a similar tactic. As
the axonometric section shows, the access corridor, here embedded in the center of the
plan and section, occurs every three floors. Two-story L-shaped units are nestled around
the corridor such that the inhabitants enter either on the upper floor and circulate down
into the balance of the unit, or they enter on the lower floor and utilize the internal stairs
to move up into the remainder of their living space. In either case, service and sleeping
areas are single-height spaces, stacked in the middle of the plan, to allow the living space
free to stretch vertically.
Many of the units presented in the entries also boasted double exposure, such that each
apartment is a thru-unit with windows on both (or multiple) facades of the building.
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The bourgeois apartment block is in the crosshairs with this configuration, since unlike
the typical single-sided pre-revolutionary unit, the doubly-exposed unit ensures that no
space remains buried in the plan without natural light or ventilation. Operable windows
placed at either end of the unit move fresh air naturally through the living space, offering
modern hygienic standards. In A. Ol’s axonometric drawing (Entry No. 6), the second
floor stretches from a private exterior balcony, along a mezzanine that looks down
onto the double-height living space, to the sleeping quarters in the back. The Vladimirov
scheme (Entry No. 3) provides a more complex interlocking configuration in which windows face south in the living space but north in the sleeping loft. In this design, the
double-height living space gathers natural light from both sides of the building: two-story
glazing in the main space, and ceiling-washing light from other direction of the sleeping
loft. The insistence on double exposure units affected the building type, enforcing narrow
width and extended length: the “bar” configuration. Competition entries that provided
site plans such as those by Wegman,Vladimirov and Sobolev (Entries No. 2, 3, 8) indicate
the planning trend to long rows of repetitive housing bars, typological investigations not
dissimilar to the concurrent zeilenbau schemes of Weimar architects. [Fig. 12]

Figure 12. Entry 8, I. N. Sobolev, Sovremennaia Arkhitektura, no. 4-5, 1927

Governmental response to SA’s competition was immediate. In 1928 the STROIKOM
(Construction Committee of the Russian Republic) founded a special commission to
create standardized unit types. SA editor and author of Entry 1, Moisei Ginzburg, was
tapped to head the division, and was assisted by a small group of OSA colleagues (and fellow competition entrants). Over the next few months the group designed six standardized unit types, all of which took the competition entries as points of departure. [Fig. 13]
In his report presenting the units, Ginzburg made explicit a number of design criteria that
had been merely implicit in the competition, including rationalization of kitchen space,
“exploiting unutilized height of service areas” by stacking them with sleeping zones, providing “good lighting in all areas,” and “through ventilation—two exposures.”19 The most
innovative unit, the F-type, combines many of the best features of various competition
entries [Fig. 14]. A building comprised of F-type units would have horizontal access, with
skip-stop common corridors running along on an exterior wall. Here, novelty resides in
the fact that the corridors are offset half of a floor level from the unit floors. In order to
access the units, inhabitants enter either the unit foyer and move up half an internal flight
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of stairs to their living space, or they enter and move down a full flight. The sectional
interlocking is so efficient and complex that three-dimensional drawings and models are
necessary to understand the design.

Figure 13. Diagram of the Economic Efficiency of
Various Spatial Configurations, STROIKOM Research
Group, Sovremennaia Arkhitektura, no. 1, 1929

Figure 14. F-1 type unit, STROIKOM Research Group, Sovremennaia Arkhitektura, no. 1, 1929

Only six projects that utilized STROIKOM units were built, the most important of which
was the Narkomfin Communal House in Moscow [Fig. 15]. Narkomfin, the ultimate realization of an avant-garde conceived and designed house-commune, has received a fair
amount of scholarship; it will not be covered in any detail here. It is my contention, however, that the seeds of this one important project must be traced back to the collective
work of all eight entrants to the SA Comradely Competition.
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Figure 15. Narkomfin Building, Ginzburg and Milinis, Sovremennaia Arkhitektura, no. 5, 1929

The push to design and construct highly socialized living conditions in general, and the
house-commune in particular, came to a halt at the beginning of the 1930s. The fate of
this architectural type is linked to a sweeping shift toward Stalinist conservatism in all
spheres. In 1928, NEP Period economic policies were replaced by the First Five-Year Plan,
signaling a move toward massive industrialization and away from cultural reforms. In
this context debates on the novyi byt took a radical turn. On May 16, 1928 the Central
Committee of VKP(b) issued a formal directive: “O Rabote o Perestroika Byta” (On the
Work Concerning The Restructuring Of Everyday Life):
The Central Committee of the VKP(b) warns against the attempts
of certain comrades to construct a new byt by forced administrative
means; administratively separating children from parents, socialized dining, etc. The new byt must be built by taking into full account existing
material conditions, and in no instance must it run away and construct
plans for the realization of which there do not exist the means or the
possibilities.20
The directive made clear that the moment for aspirational social action had passed. In
a scramble to mirror the shifting tide, SA retrenched in its position as well. The above
directive was published in SA 1-2, 1930, accompanied by a wavering, slightly confused
editorial titled “Kuda idti?” (Where to Go?) In addition, Moisei Ginzburg wrote in 1932,
and published in 1934, a book Zhilishche (Housing), in which he categorized the work
of OSA during the previous five years as experimental, having “suffered from extreme
conclusions and schematic solutions.”21
Since capital investment from the mid 1930s through the 1950s was allocated to industrial projects and representational city-building, the Soviet housing shortage worsened.
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The issue was finally reopened after Stalin’s death when Khrushchev, a former housing
specialist, was installed as Premier.
If we are to return to the present and attempt to educe strategies from the house-commune to approach, mitigate, and even innovate in the face of contemporary housing scarcity, it seems fair to ask how well the constructed projects met the vision. The answer to
this question is bound to its original context and duly problematic. Narkomfin, the one
house-commune project well documented through the post-Soviet period, will stand in
as a representative case. Few of the communal programs upon which the project was
structured were built as planned, and those that were built did not function as intended.22
The transitional kitchen-closets (always controversial) were quickly transformed into
permanent fixtures, and many of the conventional unit types were altered by the occupants over time.23 The most innovative unit, the F-type, was rarely adapted, however, and
its generous sectional qualities were largely retained.
The constructed examples were flawed, to be certain, but the design approach, set by the
entrants of the SA competition, was not. The only way to ensure spatial quality under the
stricture of economic austerity, the designers asserted, was to reformulate the problem
in architectural, not quantitative, terms; the resulting designs represent an instructive act
of architectural subversion. In this case, the metric of square footage was respected as
a means to convey seriousness of purpose where economization was concerned. But
the architects enacted a cunning sleight of hand by remaining close to that metric: they
utilized the standard of floor area—not total volume—when addressing the technocrats.
They provided vertical abundance while expounding plan minimalism.
Finally, the Comradely Competition entries demonstrate that architecture is a specific
form of knowledge, one that has the capacity to devise humane housing solutions within
the context of scarcity. Their designers provided a template for strategic action that
capitalizes on the spatial intelligence of the discipline.

Endnotes
1 Carl Proffer et al.,eds.,1987. Russian Literature of the Twenties: An Anthology, Ann Arbor: Ardis, p. 522.
2 Moscow’s population fell from 2,017,000 in February 1917 to 1,027,000 in August 1920. Data from
Timothy J. Colton, 1995. Moscow : governing the socialist metropolis, Russian Research Center studies. Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press. Appendix 1.
3 Svetlana Boym,1994. Common Places : Mythologies of Everyday Life in Russia. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, p.124. For a full description of the sociology and psychology of the Soviet era communal
apartment, see Chapter 2: Living in Common Places: The Communal Apartment.
4 This calculation utilizes the nine square meter per person figure common in early Soviet housing
research. Housing area figures from Anatole Kopp,1970. Town and revolution; Soviet architecture and city
planning, 1917-1935. New York: G. Braziller, p.129.
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5 Kiaer, Ch., 2005. Imagine no possessions : the socialist objects of Russian constructivism. Cambridge, Mass.:
MIT Press, p. 60.
6 This quote comes from a discussion of the report on the Fifteen Congress submitted by A. Rykov and
Krizhanovsky. Translated in Kopp, Town and Revolution; Soviet Architecture and City Planning, 1917-1935, p.
145
7 Benjamin was in Moscow from December 6, 1926 to the end of January 1927. Quote from Walter
Benjamin and Gary Smith, 1986. Moscow diary. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, p. 26.
8 As discussed later, in 1928, after publication of the SA competition, architect and editor Moisei Ginzburg was tapped by Stroikom, Construction Committee of the RSFSR, as head of a research and design
section for the standardization of housing. Ginzburg and colleagues took twenty-seven square meters,
or nine meters per person, as the goal for all Stroikom units. In a rare convergence of socialist and
capitalist real estate metrics, the micro-units proposed for Bloomberg’s Manhattan are also, on average, 300 square feet, or twenty-seven square meters. New York Department of Housing Preservation
& Development, “adAPT NYC Request for Proposals”,<http://www.nyc.gov/html/hpd/html/developers/
HPD-adAPT-NYC-RFP.shtml>.
9 Wegman, G., 1927. Ukrupnennoe zhil’e, Sovremennaia Arkhitektura, no. 1, pp.12-20. Translation by
author.
10 Kopp, Town and revolution; Soviet architecture and city planning, 1917-1935, p.145.
11 I refer here specifically to the notion of biopower as formulated by Michel Foucault: the governmental
practice of organizing, regulating and subjugating bodies through a variety of techniques, here architectural.
12 Hudson, H.D., 1986. The Social Condenser of our Epoch: The Association of Contemporary Architects and the Creation of the New Way of Life in Revolutionary Russia, Jahrbücher für Geschichte Osteuropas 34, pp. 559-60.
13 As translated in Kopp, Town and revolution; Soviet architecture and city planning, 1917-1935, p. 246.
14 Ginzburg, M. Ia., 1927. Kommunal’nyi Dom A1, Sovremennaia Arkhitektura, no. 4-5, p.130.
15 Sosnovy, T., 1959. The Soviet Housing Situation Today, Soviet Studies 11, no. 1. (Jul), p. 3.
16 Colton, T.J.,1995. Moscow : governing the socialist metropolis, Russian Research Center studies, vol. 88,
Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, p. 222.
17 Buchli,V., 1999. An Archaeology of Socialism. Oxford, New York: Berg, p. 67.
18 In his book, Cohen published original blueprints of the Narkomfin project found in Le Corbusier’s
Paris office. Cohen, J.L., 1992. Le Corbusier and the Mystique of the USSR: Theories and Projects for Moscow,
1928-1936. Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, p. 23.
19 Kopp, Town and revolution; Soviet architecture and city planning, 1917-1935, p. 135.
20 Buchli, An Archaeology of Socialism, p.60.
21 Buchli, V. , 1998. Moisei Ginzburg’s Narkomfin Communal House in Moscow: Contesting the Social
and Material World, Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians. 57, no. 2, p.174.
22 The children’s crèche, for instance, was not constructed, and thus other communal spaces, such as
the summer dining room, had to be commandeered for the provision of childcare. The common laundry
functioned well through the 1950s. Buchli, An Archaeology of Socialism, pp. 75-76.
23 Because the Narkomfin was designed as a “transitional” house-commune, the project was comprised
of four unit types (F, 2-F, K and dormitory units) that offered a range of living options. The F units, discussed in the text, were the most minimal, open and therefore socialist in orientation, while the K units,
which had partitioned rooms, a full kitchen and bath, allowed for a continuation of bourgeois living habits.
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Abstract
Housing policies for the greatest number and the consequent level of dwelling supply are still an
important indicator of the character of a society and even nowadays one of the main themes of
discussion and research in architecture. Many are the reasons for this new centrality of the housing theme: on the one hand, the society transformation, the new household idea, the unsettled
job market, that turns individuals into city users, are all factors that define a diversified scenario;
on the other hand, the global financial crisis in 2008 has stricken in particular young people,
immigrants, young couples, elderly people, city users, atypical families, in short that grey area of
the population not poor enough to be in the list for a public housing project, but not rich enough
to buy or rent a house. In which new way, then, should we, as designers, approach the housing
project in this moment charaterized by scarcity? Two seem to be the main research directions:
the investigation of the housing demand coming from the new demographic structure and new
urban behavior (typological field), and the research on technological and constructive systems
responding to actual limited economic and energetic resources (technological field). From these
considerations, finally, the main research question emerges in this scenario, how new housing
typologies and new technologies address new living habits moving towards a new sustainable and
affordable housing model? The research starts from defining the words cost and sustainability in
housing through a sociological research on the demographic structure; the study highlights the
link between the innovative typological and technological devices, identified in a large number
of recent housing projects in Europe, that boasts catchy slogans such as innovative, social, sustainable or low cost. In a second phase, the survey focuses on the detected innovative typological
devices that are able to define a new housing model with a particular living quality. The study
tries to identify the connections between those typological devices and the technological solutions
applied. Finally, a new housing definition that resists all handed-down, preconcived notions of
structure and functions, focused on creating of the right framework for events of life is proposed:
a strategy to address the contemporary housing project in times of scarcity.

Keywords
Housing; innovation; users.
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Home Poor Home - Strategies for Housing the New Poor:
Typological and Technological Innovation for Contemporary
Housing Habits
Introduction
Housing policies which target the greatest number of people and the consequent level of
dwelling provision are an important indicator of the character of a society and nowadays
one of the main themes of discussion and research in architecture and urban planning. In
Italy, in recent years, numerous studies have highlighted a growing discrepancy between
the supply and demand in the housing market: a high percentage of the population not
only has to be content with an undesirable type of housing, but as a result of the low
ownership rate also has to bear increasingly higher expenses in the form of rising rents
or mortgages1.The demographic structure of the society is becoming more complex and
elusive: on the one hand, social transformations, new household structures, an unsettled
job market are all factors that define a diversified scenario. On the other hand, the global financial crisis of 2008 has hit particularly young people, immigrants, young couples,
elderly people, and atypical families, in short that grey area of the population not poor
enough to be in the waiting list for a public housing project, but not rich enough to buy
or rent a house.
A survey of the Italian real estate market by the Chamber of Deputies (taken by the
VIII Commission in 20102) highlighted the most critical aspects of the national housing policies and addressed some of the recent legislative decisions regarding public and
subsidized housing policies3. Its aim was to give a new start to the construction sector
in this historical moment characterized by an extreme reduction in turnover. The construction sector, in order to deal with this crisis, is taking account of the change in the
demographic structure and is amending its internal rules. The signs of change are numerous and, although in some cases they only affect a niche, they provide the direction of
the on-going process: the reduction of the traditional market on one side, and the new
methods in construction more oriented to low cost and innovation on the other side.
(Cresme, 2011).
This process of change, driven by globalization dynamics, technological evolution, and
energy and environmental issues, is also being pushed by a new approach to architectural
design which rejects the wiles of the exhibition. Reducing, simplifying, inventing, using
old and new materials. The plainness resulting from the actual reduction in the use of
resources defines an architecture perhaps not better, but certainly new, an avant-garde
that prepares the ground for totally sustainable buildings4. In which new way, then, should
we, as designers, approach the housing project in this moment of scarcity? Two seem to
be the main research directions: (1) the investigation of housing demand coming from the
new demographic structure and new urban behaviours (typological field), and (2) the research on technological and constructive systems responding to actual limited economic
and energetic resources (technological field).
If on the one hand, housing policies are responsible for the prescriptive and economic
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instruments to provide a roof over the heads of the needy, on the other hand, the architectural debate has to provide the types, their aggregation, and the technology for the
construction of dwellings. A radical change, then, must involve both the design and construction process: the renewal must start from the application of energy saving devices,
and the application of construction methods that minimize energy waste and maximize
recycling. In this scenario, a large number of recent public and subsidized housing projects
in Europe boast of catchy slogans such as social, sustainable and low cost, however, these
characterisations in most cases only contribute to increasing the building’s market value.
But what exactly do these terms mean and to which phase of the architectural process
(design/build/manage) could they be applied is something more difficult to understand
and explain.
From these considerations emerges the main research question: how do new housing
typologies and new technologies address new modes of living and move towards a new
sustainable and affordable housing model?
The research starts by defining the words cost and sustainability in housing through a
sociological research of the demographic structure, highlighting the link between them
and the innovative typological and technological devices identified in a large number of
recent housing projects in Europe. In a second phase, the survey focuses on the observed
innovative typological devices that are able to define a new housing model with a particular living quality, one which is more connected to the contemporary elusive demographic structure and new urban behaviours. The study tries to identify the connections
between these typological devices and the technological solutions applied: a new housing
definition that resists all handed-down, preconceived notions of structure and functions,
focused on creating the right framework for the events of life: a strategy to address the
contemporary housing project in a time of scarcity.
Typology: from needs to opportunities
Housing the new poor means first of all offering houses with low construction and running costs in order to avoid high mortgages or rents and give the right answer to the
housing demand expressed by the increasing ‘grey area’ of the population.
The definition of ‘low cost housing’ changes through time and in relation with the changing
meaning of the words house and cost. After the second world war, due to the housing emergency, cost was only related to construction; nowadays, given the importance
of management and maintenance tasks, the more appropriate definition is general cost5,
equal to the sum of the running cost and all the required expenses to ensure the quality
of the building throughout its life cycle (Manfron, 2005). Therefore, to achieve this goal,
buildings must be designed to meet the needs of adaptability over time of both spaces
and facilities. (Barucco, 2010). [Fig. 1]
As already highlighted by W. Ascher at the end of the 80’s regarding possible residential
patterns in relation to the demand for flexibility,
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a building has a longer life than other products, often much more than the lives of its occu
pants. In the field of habitat, the problems posed by increasing diversity are even more im
portant since in most European countries over 80% of the buildings in 2000 already
exist and what we build now should last until 2030-2050 (Ascher, 2001).

In short, the average life span of a building is about 100 years and designers must face the
problem of shaping a space that will remain over the next century as a theatre of life for
future unknown users. Therefore, the contemporary housing project should not only be
low cost, but also give a durable answer to the requests expressed by its inhabitants: the
living space should be able to adapt to different and sometimes simultaneous uses, to the
changing needs over times and to new living habits.

Figure 1.The new sustainability concept in relation with
the costs (Illustration by author)

Typology and typological flexibility are, then, the core concepts when designing a low cost
contemporary housing building; but who are the users today and especially in the future,
which are their life styles, their old and new habits, the inputs and pressure of contemporary society? A survey of housing requires a reflection on contemporary living habits
from a sociological point of view: today we are subjected to rapid changes of both time
and space, our lives are pervaded by a sense of instability and insecurity that leads us to
avoid long-term projects, as well as to find a permanent home and access to home ownership. Young people in particular are struggling to free themselves from their families,
couples are unstable and there are fewer children, while the average life span is extended:
family, therefore, is nowadays very different and we can no longer refer to the traditional
family unit, but rather to a plurality of families in which there are different forms of cohabitation. Parallel to the presence of new living solutions, however, there is a growing
assertion of individuality and its transposition in the living space: each component of
the family, in fact, tends to appropriate a space in which it is possible to carry out many
activities; the room is often a multiple space for sleeping and dressing, but also watching
TV, surfing the internet, studying or working, and even receiving friends and, on occasion,
eating a meal.
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Flexibility, in particular, emerges from the analysis of the case studies as a mechanism able
to bridge the gap between the anonymous user and the designer, addressing the project
to a dynamic and evolving dwelling (Grecchi, 2006), able to change over time to suit the
needs of the inhabitants. Flexibility in housing design is, therefore, defined as:
• alterability, internal alterations possible thanks to the position of walls or sliding doors,
• extensibility, real enlargements of the residential volume in the surrounding space,
• polyvalence, multiple use of space without structural or architectural changes and in a
continuous process of change [Fig. 2]

Figure 2. The typological devices and degrees of flexibility (illustration by author)

The project designed by the architects Aranguen & Gallegos in 2006 for the EMVS in
Madrid, for example, presents a high level of distributive experimentation in terms of
flexibility. Services and facilities are placed 70cm higher than the main rooms, creating a
space where it is possible to hide the beds. The partition walls are movable and in this
manner the main spaces can be used in different ways: during the day the bedrooms can
be transformed into living areas through hiding the beds below the service area and
opening the walls; during the night it is possible to create single private rooms for sleeping by sliding back the partition walls and the beds. [Fig. 3]

Figure 3. Aranguen & Gallegos, Carabanchel Ens. n°6, Madrid, 2001( www.arangurengallegos.com )

The project of architects Coll & Leclerc for 44 apartments in Lleida, on the other hand,
shows an example of the possibilities of changing the livable pattern over time. It starts
from a living space of 60 sqm, realized with a module of 5,65 x11,80 m, that can be adapted to different uses according to the age and the number of users, from an open space
accommodation, to one with an enclosed working area, up to a more traditional solution
with two bedrooms for a family. [Fig.4]
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Figure 4. Coll & Leclerc,Vivienda publica, Lleida, 2008 ( www.coll-leclerc.com )

The integration of other uses and activities within the building, as for example a working
space inside the apartment, is to be considered an added value: a hybrid building. The
improper use of residential areas may lead to spatial patterns and uses that transcend
the needs of tenants. To obtain such a range of solutions the project is organized around
two service cores clearly identified and placed along the walls of each flat. The quality of
the living space that derives from this approach is characterized by a reversible fluidity
and from a different hierarchy of spaces: the home is no longer a sequence of spaces with
clearly identified uses but is based on the dynamic organization of spaces characterized
by a high level of ambiguity in use.
When designing housing following this approach, however, it is essential to define and
specify the permanent parts of the project, and particularly the wet areas, such as bathrooms and kitchens, that cannot be changed over time and that must be well located
in order to ensure flexibility and reversibility of the total space. In the project of the
architects Coll & Leclerc, in fact, the services are organized in wet blocks arranged along
the walls.
Another way of organizing those spaces is the active band6, the sequence of wet spaces
and all the facilities along a strip perpendicular or parallel to the façade. This is the case,
for example, of the project by architects ACM for a public housing building in the new
city suburb of Carabanchel in Madrid: the units are arranged along an equipped band
containing the service areas, such as bathrooms and laundry room, the kitchen and storage spaces. From this functional band, the accommodation is organized in various areas
separated from each other by sliding walls which ensure a fluid and dynamic use of space.
[Fig. 5]

Figure 5. ACM, Manzana perforada, Madrid, 2009 (www.amann-canovas-maruri.es)
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Construction: from the frame concept to freedom and
polyvalence
Together with the position of the wet areas, other elements form the permanent parts
(Leupen, 2006)7 of a building, in particular the structure and the envelope: those affect
substantially the overall cost of a residential building and are, therefore, the most important aspects on which designers can take action to ensure the required flexibility
and low cost. The structure, in particular, is the fundamental choice for the consequent
implications of the building type. There are three possible solutions to achieve the goal
of flexibility:
• frame solutions, with a structural grid according to a modular mesh,
• load bearing partitions, with structural spans coincident with the size of the flat,
• loadbearing walls along the perimeter
Each of these solutions allows different possible layouts of the living space, from a total
flexibility achieved by a large frame structure, to a flexibility only possible in the internal
space of the house, up to a flexibility possible by the aggregation of a module, thus obtaining an evolutive house.
The different approaches are clearly expressed in the project of the architects CTRL +,
that won the competition ManuBuild by EMVS of Madrid in 2006 as part of the wider
European research on housing and advanced manufacturing systems. The designers developed the project around fixed elements (services, storages, structure) and changeable
ones (materials, mezzanine, partitions), shaping the house not as a sequence of cellular
rooms, but as an aggregation of spaces in a fluid movement. Moreover, the industrialization and prefabrication applied in this project makes a difference in terms of total costs
(economic, social and environmental). [Fig. 6]

Figure 6. CTRL+, Progetto ManuBuild, 2006 (AA.VV. , 2009. ManuBuild, Proposals of the first restricted
European competition for architectural ideas,MAdrid: EMVS,.)

Prefabrication, in fact, is the crucial point of investigation when low cost building is the
main goal; this topic, especially in housing, is not new, but problems arose over the quality
of building material and poor workmanship, leading to a negative public attitude towards
this construction system. Today, for these reasons, the majority of homes are still constructed using traditional brick and block masonry. However, within the last years there
has been increased use of modern methods of construction, driven by a range of factors
including the demand for faster construction and skills shortage. Many of the benefits
of using prefabricated components are yet unproven or contentious, but they are in
any case referable to the different component of the generic cost of a building. These
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strengths, connected to the economic benefits of mass production and standardization
already highlighted during the reconstruction after the Second World War - and stressed
by the Modern Movement, are of new importance in our contemporary period focused
on solving the problems of energy efficiency while giving a decent home to the needy.
Open product catalogues will be needed to recover industry for architecture: the few
catalogues that do exist must be modified or tuned as a first step toward a renovated industrialization and the construction of a low cost and sustainable public housing project.
In this direction went the investigation promoted by the competition Housing Contest,
sponsored by FederlegnoArredo in partnership with Milan Municipality, Ordine degli Architetti, Assimpredil Ance and In/arch, and held in 2011 in Italy. The aim was to stimulate
the exchange between architects and industry, integrating modern methods of constructions with the new social and environmental themes.The outcome is a catalogue of more
than 100 housing buildings which can be useful for municipalities that wish to build new
public housing with a limited budget and high demands for flexibility.
One among many, the project developed by Cogefrin s.r.l. together with the Renato
Sarno Group developed a prefabricated mixed structure in steel and concrete that could
be built in only 10 months, organized by adding modules to combine different typologies
according to the needs expressed by the users; moreover, prefabricated service units
are integrated in the layout for bathrooms and kitchens; the skin of the building shows
the highest level of industrial tuning in terms of energy saving, complying with the 30
KW/sqm/year parameter. All these aspects are guaranteed in the limited budget of 1.080
Euro/sqm, a very low price compared to the average construction cost in Italy of a building with the same level of performance and quality. [Fig.7]

Figure 7. Cogefrin s.r.l. Housing Contest, Milan – Italy, 2011 (Illustration by author)

Strategies: from inhabitants to new living behaviors
If the goal is a dynamic and evolving house to meet the demands of sustainability (economic, environmental, social) then the users turn out to be the key players in the design
process. As active subjects in the design process, they are called to set questions and
require answers; in this context, architects/users must be ready to accept such questions
and place them at the center of the project. This process can occur in two ways, at times
complementary: the first way consists in setting up typological devices that allow the spatial evolution for the living spaces according to the changing needs of the inhabitants. A
case in point is the project of the A2 Architekten for the building Rigoletto in Munchen, in
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which a metallic frame allows the construction at different moments of additional spaces
and in particular the customization of an open semiprivate space. [Fig.8]

Figure 8. A2 Architekten, Rigoletto, Munchen, 2004 (Photos by author; plans from AA.VV. 2009. Living
Streets - Wohnwege: Laubengänge im Wohnungsbau, Berlin: Springer.)

Another way to bring users (and their needs) into the design process is to offer a catalog
of ready-made customized solutions, as in the case of the floating homes in Amsterdam
designed by the Architectenbureau Marlies Rohmer. In both cases, the use of standardized but highly customizable components are part of a catalog of solutions out of which
the inhabitants accompanied by the designers can choose the best solution for their
needs. [Fig. 9]

Figure 9. Architectenbureau Marlies Rohmer, Floating houses, Amsterdam, 2011(Photos by author;
plans from Fernandez- Galliano, 2012.Vivir juntos – Europe, Living together” in AV Monografias 156/2012,
Madrid: Arquitectura viva.)

Conclusions
Resisting all handed-down, preconceived notions of structure and functions, particularly
in large projects, the concern should be much more the creation of the right framework
for the events of life: restrictive building and conventions of use deprive us of a process
which brings life into building and allow us to really use them.
By being defined in a slightly less specific way, the themes of structure, construction
and environment gain more general validity, not restricted to a particular function, but
open enough to react to possible change. This is, however, not achieved by the kind of
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openness that permits a totally free interchange of uses; rather the aim is a plurality of
meanings, not arbitrariness. Structures for living (Steidle, 1994) represents the concern for
an architecture of natural gestures put before users. Structures for living are not simply
houses, but include structures in which various qualities of living form a part; it is a kind
of architecture in which buildings, not building types, are developed. An architecture in
search of the specific within the general.
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Endnotes
1 On average Europeans spend over a fifth of their income (22.9%) on housing. The share of housing
costs out of disposable income for those at risk of poverty is almost double the overall rate (40.4%).
People at risk of poverty living alone are the ones who spend the most on housing compared to their
income, while large families are the ones spending relatively the least. (Cecodhas, 2012)
2 The Commission of the Chamber of Deputies, completed its survey on July 29, 2010. The survey has
served to bring into focus the delicate situation of the real estate market and, above all, to identify a
series of concrete proposals capable of putting an end to the ongoing difficulties and encouraging a
sector which is crucial to the construction industry and the real estate market.
3 On the housing theme, the Italian government adopted between 2008 and 2009 two different programs. The first contained in the Financial Bill of 2008 called “National Housing Plan” (Law 133/2008).
The second, called “Housing Plan” was launched by Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi on March 6, 2009
with the intent to raise - in a time of crisis - a key sector for Italian economy as is the construction
sector.
4 This is the case of the prize “Leone d’oro” at the Biennale in Venice in 2010 given to the Bahrain
Pavillion, with its three fishing huts, while the theme “People meet in architecture” developed by the
curator Kazuyo Sejima was more focused on aesthetic phenomena.
5 The founder of the value theory in economics William Petty (1662) describes the cost as a sum of
the production cost (the natural cost) and of the valued assigned by temporary causes (the assigned
cost, increasing and decreasing with the variation of need and mode).
6 The ‘active band’ concept was developed in the 80’s from the research “Domus domain”, Leon and
Leclerq
7 Leupen’s research about the permanent components of a building (structure, skin, services, scenery)
follows on the research done by the SAR in the 70’s on the optimization of the design and construction in housing.
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Scarcity and ocean space Case-study Barents Sea, Norway
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Abstract
Urban systems operate at a multitude of scales, densities and levels of specialization over
vast areas of the planet, as has been pointed out by Lefebvre in The Production of Space
and The Urban Revolution and more recently by Neil Brenner and Christian Schmid in their
essay Planetary Urbanization. Pressure on ocean space for energy production, extraction of
resources, infrastructural and logistical development is steadily increasing, making the ocean a
site of spatial and environmental convergence, a type of urban “hinterland”.While ephemeral in
relative dimensions over time , critical nodes are beginning to emerge where the vast scale of the
ocean is confined by physical limits. The first part of this paper examines ocean space in terms
of scarcity within this context.
Scarcity has been discussed as a relational term, relative to need or demand (Samuel and Robert,
2010) and in fact as a condition produced by ever-changing and newly created “needs”(Luks,
2010). In spite of market dynamics, some commodities have a stable and absolute quantity.
“[…] the total quantity of the stuff named H2O remains unchanged through the hydrological
cycle, neither created nor destroyed”(Samuel and Robert, 2010, p.110).
The limitedness of ocean space completes the conception of a finite world. It also highlights the
inherent problematic of measurable quantities and boundaries in relation to scarcity, both of
which pose challenges to current design vocabulary and planning methods. Marine resources
are considered a common heritage of mankind.The UN supports the “Marine Spatial Planning”
(MSP) initiative, currently being carried out by a handful of countries and ideally aimed at a balance of both use and protection of marine resources. Examples of MSP demonstrate, however,
the strong link between economic priorities and ocean planning. This point will be illustrated by
spatial plans for the German EEZs in the North Sea, since MSP is well advanced in Germany.
Limits to conventional planning, and the need for a new form of design when dealing with a
complex, three-dimensional ecosystem such as the ocean, become apparent. Part one concludes
with selected theoretical positions, which can serve to inform spatial conceptualizations better
adapted to ocean conditions.
This discussion draws on a case-study carried out by the EPFL laboratoire Bâle (laba) on the
Barents Sea- a resource-rich territory four times the size of Norway. Here, for the first time, the
receding ice-front has made both the vast oil and gas reserves more readily accessible and the
Northern Sea Route commercially viable, posing a critical environmental dilemma.The design research resulted in both long-term development plans, called ‘Territorial Constitutions’ - consisting
of a plan and written articles of constitution- followed by architectural projects anchored within
this framework. Selected projects, which illustrate innovative ways of designing with the specific
characteristics of the ocean, will be discussed in the second part of this paper.

Keywords
Ocean space; resources; compexity; scale; flux.
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Scarcity and ocean space - Case-study Barents Sea, Norway
I: Scarcity and Ocean Space
A finite spatial world
According to oceanographer Robert Ballard, one of the most important events of the
Apollo 8 mission to the moon on December 1968 was when they turned the cameras
back on Earth and saw it from this perspective for the first time [Fig. 1]. “our world
seemed more fragile & finite than ever before” (Ballard, 2000, p.4).

Figure 1. view of the earth from Apollo 8, 1968. ( NASA )

While Ballard believed that the oceans should receive more attention, heightened interest in the oceans is resource-driven and predominantly superficial (of the surface)
in character. This has resulted in a quantum shift in scale and intensity of ocean use.
Maritime trade has utilized the ocean as a global connector throughout history, including
its energy sources such as the trade and monsoon winds, leading to periods of unprecedented expansion of trade and territory (de Landa, 1997).
The current period of exponential increase in shipping traffic began in the 1960s with the
twin revolutions of containerized shipping and mechanized bulk transport, encouraged
initially by low fuel prices and the move away from state control to market economy
approaches (Stopford, 2009). According to the United Nation Conference on Trade and
Development’s 2008 “Review of Maritime Transport”, over 80% of world merchandise
trade by volume is carried by sea, making maritime transport the backbone supporting
international trade and globalization (Asariotis, Benamara, Hoffmann and Wilmsmeier,
2008).
Researchers predict that the globalisation trend is set to level off due to world recession,
since fuel costs are limiting the speed and relative cost-effectiveness of supplying goods
from even Chinese markets (Rubin, 2008). Such pressure makes the new Northern Sea
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Route between Europe and Asia interesting for international trade, since it boasts better
security, cost and time-saving advantages over the Suez Canal, and is suitable for the next
generation of giant container ships of 15-20,000 TEU (twenty-foot equivalent container
units). Currently the “Suez max” and also the maximum size for the enlarged Panama Canal is 12,500 TEU (396m long). Changing ice conditions along Russia’s Northern coastline
have only recently made this route commercially viable – the first transit ship sailed in
September 2010 and traffic is expected to increase exponentially.
Access to offshore resources, including oil, gas, mineral deposits and renewable energy
sources represent a further area of increased activity and spatial occupation. Oilrigs are
being installed in ever greater depths as deposits in shallower waters become fully exploited. In the Barents Sea, the Norwegian Ministry for the Environment has established
a pre-defined area for the allocation of licensing blocks for petroleum exploration activities. This corresponds with their commitment to “pave the way for petroleum production in the areas that have been opened” (Royal Norwegian Ministry of the Environment,
2011, p.135).
Urbanized territories are connected across the ocean through dense infrastructural networks supplying energy, communication and goods. Extensive clearing, laying, and
maintenance processes are initiated, new nodal zones established, and priority corridors
secured. This web is thickening into a new type of occupation, which, due to overlapping
spatial demands, requires planning and management. Research shows that almost no part
of the ocean remains unaffected by human impact (Halpern et al., 2008). The oceans,
therefore, represent the final conceptual link to completing a finite spatial world.
The advancing scarcity of ocean space
The doctrine of the freedom of the seas, a principle put forward in the 17th century,
which limited a state’s jurisdiction over ocean territory to a narrow coastal strip of three
nautical miles had generally been accepted until the mid-twentieth century. However,
increasing conflicts at sea, threats of pollution, the need to regulate the expanding shipping trade, and multiple claims to territories further offshore, led the United Nations to
initiate a comprehensive legal framework for ocean space. This process began in 1949,
resulting in the first United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) at the
Conference in Geneva in 1958.The third Convention of 1982, subsequently defined a nation’s exclusive economic zone to a distance of 200 nautical miles offshore, and included
regulations for the use of this zone. [Fig. 2]
In certain areas of the globe, for example the industrialized North Sea, the Mediterranean, large areas of both the China Sea and the Pacific Ocean, and the Barents Sea itself,
the maximum 200 nautical-mile limit cannot be met and the spatial division is negotiated
between the exclusive economic zones of neighbouring countries.
The definition of an offshore exclusive economic zone through UNCLOS enabled coastal nations to clarify and coordinate diverse spatial demands. Marine Spatial Planning is an
example of such a process.
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Figure 2. Ocean space division- ca. 64% “high seas” (international waters), & 36% within a national EEZ.
( http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File: International_waters.svg. Author:B1mbo. Modified by laba (Gugger,
Couling and Blanchard, 2012) )

Figure 3. Marine Spatial Plan, German EEZ in the North Sea 2009. (BSH (Bundesamt für Seeschifffahrt
und Hydrographie/German Maritime and Hydrographic Agency))

As activity in ocean space intensifies and becomes spatially organized through planning
processes and international legal mechanisms, economic priorities clearly emerge.
Ensuring the efficiency and security of shipping transportation and demarcating areas for
energy production and nature reserves have been the drivers of the Marine Spatial Plan
for the German EEZ in the North Sea [Fig. 3]. In particular, this example is marked by
pressure to build offshore wind-farms which will make a significant contribution to Ge-
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many’s renewable energy target of 30% by 2020.The plan shows designated traffic routes,
which determine space available for potential wind-farm development - currently a total
of 880km2 in the North Sea.These, in turn, require transformer and converter platforms,
seafloor cables and a network of high-voltage power lines on land. Also marked in the
plan are areas designated under the EU “Natura 2000” programme for the protection of
important natural flora/fauna and bird habitats.
Although offshore wind-farms are producers of “green” energy, spatial conflicts occur
with natural populations, for example migrating birds. Planning legislation has as yet not
resolved such cyclic use patterns in ocean space, otherwise perceived as a void with no
physical obstructions.
This concept of the ocean as merely an empty surface has been researched by political
geographer Philip Steinberg. In “The Social Construction of the Ocean”, Steinberg discusses how ocean space was perceived and “constructed” in different historical periods
and cultural contexts. Frequently, ocean trade-routes were seen as crossing a non-developable and therefore irrelevant space. The early industrial period is such an example;
This rationalist idealization of the ocean as empty and featureless was com
plimented by romantics who praised the ocean for its wild nature that resisted
taming by the forces of modernity. (Steinberg, 2001, p.118)

Can scarcity be the argument for intensified offshore energy production and fossil-fuel
extraction?
The Barents Sea is predicted to contain 25% of the world’s oil and 33% of the world
gas reserves, putting the territory under extreme development pressure. Helge Lund,
Chief executive officer of Norway’s Statoil, argues that “energy is the catalyst for human
& social development”, a catalyst that, according to Lund, 1,7 billion people still have no
access to in the form of electricity. Statoil’s gas markets, however, are almost exclusively
European, linked to six landing points in France, Germany, Belgium and the UK.
Peter Droege, specialist in sustainable urban strategies, maintains that none of this oil and
gas is required. He advocates instead decentralized wind, solar biomass and hydropower
facilities, locally linked to provide the alternative to a conventional power supply system (Droege, 2008). “Demand” for these resources then follows the model of relativity
described in the introduction to this paper and raises the question of the real cost of
resources according to either mainstream economics or ecological economics (Luks,
2010).
How can a discussion on ocean space avoid the political and economic paradigms of
scarcity and which design instruments can assist in describing an alternative approach?
A closer examination of three characteristics of ocean space; scale, complexity and flux,
exposes the limits of terrestrial spatial models and opens up new conceptual possibilities.
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Scale
The above outline of shipping, offshore energy sectors, and MSP has described a ‘limited’
space according to conventional concepts of scale and the allocation of boundaries.
Yet, in the case of the oceans, systems are interrelated, physical boundaries non-existent
and the minute directly connected to the vast.
One of the AA-led “Beyond Entropy” investigations examining form in relation to energy, articulates this point:
The notion of energy subverts the concept of a homogeneous space-time
continuum- with each proposal interacting with its temporal and spatial context. [...] The continual subdivision of scale from big to small is subverted by
the continuous emergence of the very big within the very small (Pansera,
2011, p.109)
Neither natural habitats nor consumer end-products are restricted by boundaries at
sea- birds, fish and ocean mammals travel vast distances on a regular basis. Similarly, the
ocean receives plastic waste from the world’s waterways, which is then distributed by
ocean currents and harboured in locations far from the origin. Plastic is however also
redistributed on a minute scale- ground down to tiny particles, indistinguishable from
other food sources and subsequently eaten by fish and birds.
Planning ocean space, therefore, challenges the application of scale as an analytical device. In her essay “The Problem of Scale”, Iná Elias de Castro discusses how the content
of phenomena changes with the change of scale. In cartographic representation, the increase in homogeneity appears at an inverse ratio to scale – whereas in reality, the large
scale is more heterogeneous. Allocating large areas of “untouched” ocean surface at the
scales represented in Marine Spatial Planning inevitably simplifies and reduces the real
content of such areas. “When size changes, so does the content… What are the new
contents at these new dimensions?” (Iná Elias de Castro, 2002).
Dealing with scale in ocean planning requires specific tools and representations; tools
of analysis which reveal important cyclic systems and critical moments in time and
ocean space irrespective of their “size” or frequency, and modes of representation within which these findings can be described and recorded.

Complexity
The ocean’s seeming lack of visible structure, direction and enclosure, suggests rhizomic
space - open, smooth, undefined space. Deleuze and Guattari discuss the rhizome attributes of what they have defined as ‘smooth space’- non-hierarchical and non-directional
quality and behaviour. The sea is “the smooth space par excellence” (Deleuze and Guattari, 2005, p. 479). The smoothness of this space refers to its power of de-territorialisation and to the directional property of the space, which, like a vector, is always changing.
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Smooth space resists closing off and allocation. In smooth space one “distributes oneself
in open space, according to frequencies and in the course of one’s crossings” (ibid, p.481).
Space in the ocean can be divided into layered zones; airspace, sea surface, sea body,
seabed, and under-seabed (Nolte, 2010). While the ocean surface may be described as
“smooth space”, the sea body is a rich and complex environment. Each stratum requires
particular treatment in terms of potential use and protection. The open sea is perceived
from the surface as a vast, neutral, scale-less, boundless, directionless expanse- which
determines its value as a potentially integrative, confluent, non-ascribed territory- but
further strata are occupied by large populations and many forms of life. This combination of abstraction, or “blankness” (Kipnis, 2009, p.101) and complexity concealed from
non-specialist perception, is characteristic of ocean space.
The way in which contemporary urban space, in particular the unoccupied voids, can be
understood as a potential is discussed by Albert Pope in his essay “Mass absence”. Pope
argues that the modernist attempt to design space for a political collective was ended
by the subsequent dominance of totalitarian regimes in Europe. An important change
brought about by modernism, however, was the dominance of space over form: “Space,
not form became the dominant phenomenal effect of the built environment” (Pope,
2009, p.63)Pope sees this modern, unbounded, yet neglected space as being a truly “free
space”, full of possibilities; “we are presented not so much with neutral fields, as with
latent potentials that might give rise to more complex conditions” (ibid p.28), and in fact,
the space which best represents our contemporary condition; ” … space is a more appropriate response to the fluid constituencies and unstable identities in which we exist
today” (ibid, p. 60)
Ocean space, due to its stratified composition, can therefore be seen as both a pure, abstract, “smooth” surface space, representing the potential of our contemporary, “open”
spatial condition and a complex dynamic natural habitat. It follows that an effective ocean
planning must encompass the full depth of this spatial realm, including its diverse conditions and requirements.
Flux
The ocean is an ecosystem, within which, effects of interactions may be far-reaching and,
in fact, unpredictable. Conditions are dynamic and characterized by flux. The territorialisation of the ocean has been structured around systems of flow and exchange - new
and historic trade routes as well as the permanent materialization of trade into transocean energy arteries. As a liquid medium, the ocean would seem to provide an ideal
environment of minimal friction, ease of transfer, and reduced boundary situations for
such systems. Undersea pipelines, for example, are chosen precisely for these reasons;
“Offshore lines minimize issues of land ownership and concerns of political instability.”
(Timmermans, 2002)
Conceptualising urban dynamics in terms of flows leads to non-linear systems. De Landa
describes a non-linear model of market dynamics which he argues was critical in the
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development of the European urban landscape, emphasising the importance of “meshworks” which were developed out of multiple, volatile interactions between smaller entities (de Landa, 1997, p.44). One such meshwork was a network of long-distance trading
centres in the Middle Ages, or “gateway cities” which diffused heterogeneous materialgoods as well as ideas (ibid, p.40). Gateway cities in direct contact with the sea, which
were also capitals, as in the case of London and Amsterdam in the 16th & 17th centuries,
were in the strongest position not only to dominate ocean trade and colonisation, but
also to maintain stability at home.
In their collection of essays on Heterogeneous Space in Architecture, Hensel, Menges
& Hight define one of the characteristics of heterogeneous space as its state of flux,
created by “the immanent field of relations between differentials” (Hensel, Menges and
Hight, 2009, p. 13). The authors then argue that such a manifold set of relations between
intertwined systems leads directly to ecology: “Heterogeneous spaces therefore suggest
approaching the relationship between agents and environment with an ecological ethic”
(ibid, p.16).
Planning is traditionally based on fixed parameters. Ocean planning, however, faces the
challenge of balancing fixed elements and elements in a constant state of flux which demands the integration of time into planning strategies.
Conclusion Part I
These ideas enrich the spatial understanding of the ocean site. Characterised by flux,
non-linear dynamics, an interrelated system of extreme scale and diversity, the ocean is
itself a living agent in constant interaction with organic and inorganic elements. In terms
of scarcity, ocean systems resist linear demarcation and standard forms of quantification. “If we let go of limits, we also let go of the vague “apeiron” of infinity and embrace
finitude: not as scarcity, or as limit, but as coexistence in the disquieting flux of time”
(Morton, 2012).
Morton argues against both the Greek concept of infinity (apeiron, - a “vague limitless
blur.. out of which everything manifests”) and the idea that we live in an age of limits.
Instead he proposes that abundance be embraced through the relationships between the
earth’s plenitude of life-forms.

II. The Barents Sea
Master students at laba studied the Barents Sea as a developing territory in the 2011/12
academic year. In terms of space and resources, the Barents is a territory of abundance,
where Europe’s last large, clean, intact marine ecosystem hangs in the balance of expanding fossil fuel extraction and increased shipping activities. Investigations into suitable
areas for wind and wave-power are also in their early stages.
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The strategic development of infrastructure, the provision of access and the complex
grid of international networks active in the region are indicators of a particular type of
urbanism operating at the territorial scale. But the investigation also gave us the opportunity to research the dynamics of other forces, driven, for example, by important fish, bird
and plankton life. A differentiated underwater topography is one of the physical characteristics of the site as well as the seasonal transformation from a liquid to solid state,
which allows the polar bear population, for example, to move from one archipelago to
another.Throughout the average depth of 230m, the site is constantly changing according
to currents, temperature, salinity and migration. The complexity, vulnerability and critical
importance of this territory on a global scale soon became apparent.
These rich and diverse local conditions formed the basis for five proposals for territorial
development. The work demonstrates innovative urban design methods and principles
as applied to ocean territory and offers a possible interpretation of the ideas of scale,
complexity and flows as described above.
Complexity: Sustainable Harvesting
This project proposed a resource management strategy for the Barents Sea using a
four-dimensional system designed to address the complexity of the water column’s layers
over time. Therefore exemplary sections through the Barents Sea became the predominant tool rather than surface representations.
Based on a geometrical grid of geographic coordinates used for maritime navigation and
for production licenses awarded by the Norwegian Ministry of Petroleum and Energy
under recommendations made by the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate [Fig. 4], 3-D
blocks of approx. 20km x 25km were chosen as a planning unit. [Fig. 5]

Figure 4. Barents Sea 21.06.2013 (Norwegian Petroleum Directorate)
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Figure 5. Grid Sample. Giulia Altarelli, Nicoletta Caputo, Carmen Fischer, Carolie Iorio, Jeane Wéry
(laba)

For each type of vertical block, decisions were made across different ocean strata and
scales of time, considering fish stocks and their habitat depth.The most vulnerable zones,
such as fish spawning areas, can, however, be protected through the total depth of the
grid. Oceanographic features such as the ice edge, also exert such a strong influence
on the local conditions as to determine principles of exploitation, production, and protection over large areas and full depths. In this way, large coherent ocean areas marked
with clear priorities emerge. At the same time the in-built potential for specific localised
management decisions is maintained. [Fig. 6]

Figure 6. Application of fishing regulations for a sample section. Giulia Altarelli, Nicoletta Caputo,
Carmen Fischer, Carolie Iorio, Jeane Wéry (laba)
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This project assists in the conceptualisation of fluid, layered ocean space, the use of this
space over time, and addresses a range of ocean scales. It proposes a management tool
specifically designed for the complexity of ocean space – a tool capable of maintaining an
abstract, open surface yet acknowledging the differentiation of sub-surface ocean space
and its habitats. In fact, seen in this way, the ocean surface is the least “active” of the
ocean zones and can retain its potential as a “free space” as described by Pope in part
one of this paper.
Scale: A Pool of Resources
The territorial constitution entitled “A Pool of Resources” based its planning scale on
the natural resources - renamed “Earth Constituents”. A reversal in planning philosophy
is proposed where the Earth Constituents are essentially the Barents Sea planning clients.
Using environmental conditions as the basis for spatial decisions, the development plan
identifies priority zones for natural resources. [Fig. 7]
One example is the ice-edge, where the plankton area of highest priority is located. It
is a unique zone where the currents - and therefore different levels of salinity and temperature - of the Atlantic Ocean and the Barents Sea meet. Here, biological and chemical
exchanges result in rich phytoplankton bloom, which provides the first step in the foodchain, nourishing large bird and fish populations.

Figure 7. Barents Sea priority areas. Giulia Altarelli, Elsa Beniada & Martin Lepoutre. (laba)
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Activities harmful to the natural resources are banned within these priority zones, and
shipping routes must be deviated and tightly controlled. Through the process of analysis and documentation, the scale and importance of these resources becomes clearly
evident. Rather than an empty, scale-less space, the Barents Sea is highly differentiated.
Natural events and habitats can be precisely located. The new Northern Sea Route is,
seen in this light, insignificant in comparison and therefore infrastructure gives way to
the Earth Constituents.
To relieve the pressure on the Barents Sea for oil and gas production, this strategy also
proposes equivalent energy yields through renewable sources, a commodity the Barents
Sea also holds in abundance; oil platforms are transformed into bio-fuel (algae) production platforms, tidal & stream energy can be developed and offshore wind energy takes
advantage of high wind-speeds in shallower waters outside bird migration paths. [Fig. 8]
Once again, the natural resources dominate in power and quantity. This project uses the
proposed measures to restore “power” to the Earth Constituents. Seasonal flows of
bird, fish and animal life are integrated into its strategy, which are a reflection of dynamic
environmental conditions. Planning geometries and boundaries are determined by topographical features and a natural cycle of events. Rather than declaring the area a marine
park, the project aims to articulate the differentiated scale, topography and topology of
the sea, resulting in a biologically-driven long-term plan.

Figure 8. Renewable energy. Giulia Altarelli, Elsa Beniada & Martin Lepoutre. ( laba )
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In terms of the problems of scale identified in the first part of this paper, this project
has used a “biological” scale as a basis for planning. This means that cyclic events such as
bird migrations are analysed and located in the plan. As a result, despite the large scale,
the heterogeneity of the Barents Sea can be more accurately represented. Recognition
of inter-related scales and environments, for example movement between breeding, wintering, and feeding grounds, results in a relevant, temporal subdivision of ocean space.
Flux: Humans and Seasons
A third investigation, “Humans and Seasons”, responded to conditions of flux. Despite
extreme climatic and topographic conditions, resource exploitation activities in the Barents Sea operate in a continuous linear pattern throughout the year [Figs. 9,10]. Production is carried out by shift-workers, many of whom return to other European bases in
their time off.
As well as regulating activities according to periods with the harshest working conditions, the “Humans and Seasons” project foresees a strengthening of selected local urban
centres which become a diversified home-base during extended off-work periods. The
“satellites”, close to working sites are inversely minimalized so as to not compete with
these urban centres. [Figs. 11,12] The proposal aims to close the gap between exploitation, quality of life, and sustainability, and uses climatic and seasonal flux to regulate these
processes.

Figures 9, 10. Climatic seasons & drilling seasons. Marine Beaumanoir, Joan Gener-Gonzàlez, Carmen
Fischer, Noémi Gilliand & Lucia Tinghi. (laba)

Highly industrialised activities such as oil exploitation are geared towards continuous
yields rather than conditions of flux. In the Barents Sea, fluctuating atmospheric conditions of light, wind, and temperature are more extreme than in the body of water itself.
Adjusting human activities to these natural conditions seems logical, if not actually leading
to equivalent or better long-term production yields. Such a strategy can be seen as a
set of relations between “agents” and “environment” as previously described by Hensel,
Menges and Hight (s. Flux) which potentially approaches an ecological ethic.
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Figures 11, 12. Cities and Satellites: Concept & locations. Marine Beaumanoir, Joan Gener-Gonzàlez,
Carmen Fischer, Noémi Gilliand & Lucia Tinghi. (laba)

Conclusion
By examining particular issues of scarcity through the lens of ocean space and exemplary
Barents Sea projects strategies can be seen to emerge, which, while inspired by questions
of scarcity in terms of resources or environment, proceed to reestablish a balance of
resource or energy distribution. Manipulation of ocean space requires understanding of
the vast but interdependent biological scale. Natural systems in flux are not closed, but
adaptive and dynamic. Developing valid planning methods for this environment can serve
to reposition scarcity as a temporary phenomenon within larger cycles of flow.
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Abstract
This paper is a critical analysis of a debate between behavioristic and phenomenological/existentialist approaches to the human subject which unfolded in the Porstmouth Symposium of 1967
on Design Methods in Architecture. Part of the so-called design methods movement, a cycle
of events and publications that aimed at a cross-disciplinary elucidation of design, the Portsmouth Symposium epitomized a critique to the rationalist approaches of the movement’s early
years and a turn toward subjectivity and the human sensorium. In this paper I argue that phenomenological and existentialist arguments did not dethrone the design methods movement’s
positivist attitude to design, but were incorporated in the movement’s aspiration to systematize design and anticipate its social outcomes. Using the Portsmouth Symposium’s published
proceedings as source material, the paper is structured in terms of position and opposition. I
begin by presenting the rationalist/behaviorist approach to human-environment associations,
grounded on Christopher Alexander and Barry Poyner’s earlier research on human tendencies.
Consecutively, I outline the phenomenological/existentialist objections to the behaviorist stance,
cast from the perspective of philosophy (Janet Daley), ethics (Janet Daley, Amos Rapoport, Tony
Ward), and psychology (Jane Abercrombie). I close the paper by discussing the conference organizers’ efforts to integrate the three objections in the design methods agendas. By orchestrating
a synergy among psychology, philosophy and scientific rigor, the Portsmouth Symposium framed
a critique of reason and found a reasonable way to address it. In doing so, it bridged the design
methods movement’s positivist impulses with its participants’ humanistic aspirations.

Keywords
Portsmouth symposium; design methods; behaviorism; phenomenology; subjectivity.
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Sense and Sensibility: The Behaviourism / Phenomenology
Debate in the Portsmouth Symposium of 1967 on 		
Design Methods in Architecture
Gone were the days of innocence. In opening his seminal work Notes on the Synthesis
of Form Christopher Alexander urged designers to abandon the comfortable position
of the artistic genius and accept the responsibilities of their difficult task (1964). The
problems of the built environment, he warned, were too complex to be addressed by the
traditional tricks of the trade, resulting in the dislocation of designers by engineers and
information experts (Alexander 1964, p. 10). Alexander asserted logic as the remedy to
the ills of the design profession and proposed systematic methods as a replacement to
intuitive ad-hocism and a means to magnify the designers’ cognitive and creative capabilities (Alexander 1964, p. 11).
Alexander was not alone in preaching the “Need for Rationality” (1964, pp. 1-14). Two
years before completing his PhD dissertation at Harvard, which became known as Notes
on the Synthesis of Form, Alexander had joined a group of similarly minded designers and
engineers who convened at the Imperial College in London with the common intention
to bring the process of design out in the open and discuss the possibility of its elucidation
and systematization. This was the inaugural event of a cycle of conferences, symposia,
discussions and publications that were grouped under the label of the “design methods
movement.” The members of this movement dissected environment, user behaviour, and
the design process itself, to provide the units for a new science of design. Alexander
expressed a pervasive attitude within the design methods movement when he accepted
the designer’s loss of innocence with sobriety. “The loss,” he said “demands attention, not
denial” (1964, p. 11).
Would the celebrated artistic genius be so easily defeated by mechanistic expertise? In
“The Portsmouth Symposium of 1967 on Design Methods in Architecture” the phenomenal realm reciprocated. Invoking phenomenological and existentialist arguments,
a group of participants in the Symposium questioned the movement’s unilateral focus
on analytical formalisms, quantitative evaluations, and explicit decision-making processes,
and reclaimed both the designer and the user as sensorial subjects understanding the
world through mind and body. Alexander, however, was right: Once the innocence was
lost, it could not be regained (1964, p. 11).
In this paper I argue that the invocations of phenomenology and existentialism in the
context of the Portsmouth Symposium did not overthrow the design methods movement’s positivist approach to design, but were integrated in an attempt to devise better
design problem-solving methods and, therefore, gain control over the design output and
its future use. Using as source material the Symposium’s published proceedings, I propose that insights from cognitive psychology, creativity studies, even philosophy, were
instrumentalized to devise a systematic phenomenality, one that does not challenge, but
enhances the movement’s inaugural vision to scientize design and anticipate its social
outcomes.
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The Portsmouth Symposium of 1967 on Design Methods
in Architecture
The birth of the design methods movement took place in 1962, when the industrial
designers Christopher Jones and Bruce Archer organized “The Conference on Systematic and Intuitive Methods in Engineering, Industrial Design, Architecture and Communications” (Jones and Thornley 1963), at the Imperial College London. The Portsmouth
School of Architecture 1967 Symposium was the movement’s third convention. In his
speech at Portsmouth, the movement’s intellectual father, Christopher Jones, recapitulated the goals that underpinned the design methods enterprise since its first undertaking.
He stated:
Clearly the underlying aim is to bring designing into the open so that
other people can see what is going on and contribute to it information
and insights that are outside the designer’s knowledge and experience
(Jones 1969, p. 193).
The aspiration to transform the design process into a transparent object of scientific scrutiny had already been extensively discussed in the 1965 “Symposium on Design
Methods,” organized by Sidney Gregory in Birmingham, UK. Gregory had proposed the
concept of “design science” to describe the scientific inquiry into the elusive, non-scientific processes of design (Gregory 1966). The discussion of a science of design is continuous with Fuller’s 1950s ideas of a “comprehensive anticipatory design science” (Fuller
and McHale 1965) and Herbert Simon’s systematization of design in 1968, in his influential book The Sciences of the Artificial.
The scientific study of design required what any science does: units of description, computable representations, rational methods and objective evaluation criteria. The participants of the Portsmouth Symposium questioned the wholesale adoption of these epistemic properties during the early years of design methods, reclaiming the “human” as the
center of design. The Symposium was co-organized by Geoffrey Broadbent, Head of the
Portsmouth School of Architecture, and Tony Ward, Research Fellow in Design Method
at Portsmouth. Broadbent later recalled:
The Symposium had been set up by Tony Ward to include a specific
confrontation between those whom he saw as behaviourists, representing a mechanized, quantified view of design and those (including
himself) he saw as existentialist/phenomenologist (formerly Marxist)
concerned, above all, “with the humanness” of human beings (1981, p.
309).
Tony Ward’s proposal to Geoffrey Broadbent to organize a symposium on design methods in the Portsmouth School of Architecture was timely. Broadbent had just been appointed Head of the School, which was being transferred from the College of Art to the
College of Technology, and was being equipped with more people, resources, materials
and a new building. For Broadbent, design methods had a different meaning than the one
adopted by its zealots. Methodological systematization was often at the expense of the
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design process and the designer’s intentions, while architecture, with its complexity and
environmental attributes, could not be equated with engineering or industrial design.
“[...] the Portsmouth Symposium was intended to mark the beginning of a new phase
of thinking in architectural design method”, he wrote in the Symposium proceedings,
and added: “on the whole, I think this was achieved” (Broadbent 1981, p. 309). In terms
of attendance, the Portsmouth was a sensational success. Besides its only two-month
preparation, it attracted 400 people, 50 of whom were from overseas (Ward 1969, p. 10).
If Jones’s goal in initiating design methods in 1962 was to discuss rationality and intuition,
and Gregory’s motivation in 1965 was to talk about models, information and design
processes, Ward’s intention in proposing the Portsmouth Symposium was to test one of
his main skepticisms against the traditional design method assumption that architectural
design could be discussed with the same principles as engineering and industrial design
(Ward 1969, p. 10).
After a wave of technical adoptions of operational research, information technology and
behaviourism,Ward noticed an emerging consciousness that architecture could, not only
take, but also contribute to design methods. In introducing the Symposium proceedings,
Ward attacked the self-referentiality of the design methodologists’ logic doctrine and
emphasized the singularity of architectural design:
It is my own contention that the logical act of designing an environment
for another human being is qualitatively different from the logical act of
designing a machine part, because it involves an element of ‘reciprocating choice’ between the designer and the Other. There is at present no
language for describing this relationship, so it has never been studied,
and cannot be said to be identical to the designer’s relationship to the
inanimate world (Ward 1969, pp. 12-13).
Ward’s self-acknowledged existentialist beliefs caused him to revolt against the design
methodologists’ behaviourist stance: “My conception of the human condition,” he stated
“has no place for the behaviourist’s passive stimulus-response model of human existence” (Ward 1969, p. 13). Ward raised his personal revolt to a structuring principle
of the Portsmouth Symposium, centering the debates on a confrontation between the
“behaviourists” and the “existentialists/phenomenologists.” The “behaviourist” front was
mainly represented by the epigones of the physically absent, yet intellectually present,
Christopher Alexander. Their positions were countered by the “existentialist/phenomenological” front, formed by Janet Daley, Jane Abercrombie, Amos Rapoport and Ward
himself. Ward hoped that the confrontation between these two poles would engender
questions of philosophical self-realization within the design methods collective.
The bahaviourist position
In the 1967 Portsmouth Symposium, Christopher Alexander was physically absent, yet
very much present through a recent work that he had produced in collaboration with
Barry Poyner, entitled The Atoms of Environmental Structure (1966). This work had been
developed during Alexander’s two-year visiting researcher appointment at the Offices
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Development Group (ODG) of the UK Ministry of Public and Building Works, which at
the time was developing a variety of governmentally commissioned architectural projects, including workshops for blind people and prisoners.
Alexander and Poyner’s claim (1966) was that every design problem is the realization
of a pattern (“environmental structure”), and a set of physical relationships (“relations”)
between a design problem’s decomposed parts. The basic units of the decomposition
were “user tendencies,” external, observable, and quantifiable behaviours, which Alexander and Poyner differentiated from the obscure inner user “needs.” The goal of the
design was then to prevent mutual inhibitions (“conflicts”) between different tendencies.
The replacement of “needs” with “tendencies” followed the basic assumption of the
behaviourist school of experimental psychology: instead of studying the obscure internal
workings of the mind, behaviourists proposed that subjects could be known (and controlled) through observation of the way that these workings are externalized via their
behaviour.
In the context of the Portsmouth Symposium, Raymond Studer, Professor and Head of
Planning Analysis at Brown University and recently appointed Professor of Environmental
Design at The College of Human Development at Penn State, reiterated the assumptions
that formed the basis of Atoms. In opening his contribution, “The Dynamics Of BehaviourContingent Physical Systems,” Studer argued that design was entering a new paradigm
involving a clearer epistemology of the manmade environment and more effective design
methods. The environment, he argued (1969, p. 67), was a force field, which, if designed
accurately, could produce and support the various activities required to meet the goals
of its users. For the development of the new effective design methods, Studer sanctioned
Alexander and Poyner’s argument that the concept of the “need” was insufficient and had
to be replaced by a different unit. “Human behavior”, he stated (1969, p. 67), “appears to
be the more correct unit of analysis; it has characteristics which are relevant, empirically
verifiable and they are operationally definable.” Studer also suggested (1969, p. 67) that
designed environments should be seen as “experiments” in which behavioural or environmental variables are manipulated by the users to move the system toward a “state of
consonance” with respect to the goal structure.
Studer’s method was an ambitious development of Alexander and Poyner’s ideas, expanding their rational design framework to encompass dynamic social phenomena. In
Portsmouth, however, not everyone applauded.
The phenomenological opposition
In the following section I describe the Portsmouth Symposium’s phenomenological opposition to the rationalist/behaviourist stance in three objections, from philosophy, ethics, and psychology. The philosophical objection, argued by Janet Daley, denounces the
fallacies of behaviouristic syllogisms and exposes their value-laden character. The ethical objection, issued by Daley, Amos Rapoport, and Tony Ward, rejects the behaviourist
approach of social conditioning and advocates for user agency and participation. The
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psychological objection, posited by Jane Abercrombie, and extended by Ward and Broadbent, emphasizes the senses and the human pre-cognitive processes as central to design
creativity. My argument is that these three objections neither intended, nor managed,
to shatter the movement’s aspiration to produce a well-ordered, efficiently designed
world, but on the contrary laid the ground for new synergies between the rational and
the phenomenal realm.
The philosophical objection
By the eighth line of her text, Janet Daley, at the time instructor of social philosophy at
the Kingston School and at the Bartlett School of Architecture, had characterized behavioural psychology and its various ideological offspring, such as behavioural sociology,
statistical psychology etc., as fascist and dangerous (1969, p. 71). Located immediately
after Raymond Studer’s text in the Portsmouth proceedings, her paper entitled “A Philosophical Critique On Behaviourism In Architectural Design,” was a direct attack on the
ethical and argumentative problems of the application of behaviourist ideas in architecture. The factuality and lack of imagination of these fields, argued Daley, were dangerous
and frightening. As her text proceeded, the list of adjectives to characterize the behaviourist front grew: “megalomaniac,” “incoherent,” “ideologically muddle-headed,” and
therefore a cause for “serious alarm” (Daley 1969, p. 71).
Daley’s first criticism of behaviourism was the air of neutrality, objectivity, and naive experimentalism surrounding it, which obscured the value-laden character of their theories:
And it is precisely at this claim that I want to aim my most vituperative abuse: at the naive notion that because behaviourists operate in a
conceptual vacuum it follows that their practices (not to speak of their
ends) do not inherently contain theoretical presuppositions and even
ethical assumptions (1969, p. 71).
Daley was not as concerned about the value-laden nature of behaviourism per se, but
the reluctance to admit as such. By examining the behaviourist philosophical presuppositions, she argued, one would be able to see its intellectual roots that rested on “a naive
philosophical position compounded of the crudest forms of eighteenth century empiricism and Newtonian mechanization” (Daley 1969, p. 72). Daley dismissed Alexander’s
“Relational Theory” as “grotesquely, and rather dangerously, naive and confused” (Daley
1969, p. 74). How could the “rightness” or “wrongness” of a design decision be evaluated
outside the value system of the designer? By asserting all “tendencies” as worth expressing and all “conflict” as necessitating elimination, Alexander made the biggest value
judgment of all: the entire Alexandrian enterprise, Daley contended, was hypocritical, and
its hypocrisy concealed with incomprehensible jargon (1969, p. 75).
The ethical objection
It was not the behaviourism’s logical fallaciousness that Daley’s critique mainly targeted,
but its moral and ethical implications. In looking at the intentions of the behaviourist
enterprise, Daley saw a “monolithic sort of utilitarianism,” whose ultimate value was
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grounded on the “utility and conformity of the human being as a societal unit” (1969, p.
73). Behaviourists were the engineers of a specific kind of subject for a specific kind of
society, they were the normative forces preserving societal norm. “What if the world
were totally intolerable?” she asked, “would it do to ‘recondition’ all those sensitive
enough to find it so?” (1969, p. 73).
Tony Ward carried a firsthand experience of the Atoms project, having directly worked
with Alexander in the UK Ministry of Public and Building Works. His paper “Rightness
and Wrongness in the Physical Environment” focused on the case of prison house development to question the assumptions and practices that underpinned most of behavioural
applications in design. Ward challenged the assumption that more rationality can lead to
better results. “Better,” he said, “has a ‘for whom’ and ‘in what way’” (Ward 1969, p. 166).
By focusing on the comforting sphere of environmental mechanics, self-restrained logical
operations of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation loops, design methods had overlooked
the ethical questions concerning these ends:
Unfortunately, design method techniques culled from operational research and systems analysis do not make ethical judgments for us. [...]
I am becoming more and more confirmed in my opinion that these
attempts to be objective, particularly in the human sphere, are nothing
but very clever covers for attempts to evade moral responsibility for
design decisions (Ward 1969, p. 166).
The overlooking of the “for whom” question was the source of many evils. For Ward,
user agency was necessary. However, besides his critique, Ward did not surpass his underlying behaviourist impulses and Alexandrian influences. In his paper, he approached
user agency as a behaviour that can be induced by specific spatial and environmental
configurations. He proposed a systematic framework that would allow the necessary
degree of control on behalf of the designer without impeding the user’s individuality.
Ward stated:
Design is a problem of assisting individuation and the designer can only
be successful when he becomes superfluous [...] In my work I have
tried to make people independent, but this is operationally difficult, because as yet we have no phenomenological method which we can apply
to design problems.We need to develop ways of including the user into
the total process in an active role (1969, p. 178).
Adding to Ward’s position, Rapoport argued for the importance of incorporating meaning, how people make sense of the environment, in the design process. This had so far
been omitted by the logico-positivist and behaviourist tendencies of the design methodologists.According to Rapoport, design methods required a new wave of interdisciplinary
openings, but this time toward ethology, cultural geography, cross cultural studies, anthropology, sociology, and psychology (1969, p. 141). Designs needed to be evaluated and
appraised, cross-culturally. “Rather than an ‘either-or’ attitude,” he argued “we need an
‘and’ attitude and at most we should probably supplement our existing methods rather
than give them up” (Rapoport 1969, p. 146).
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The psychological objection
Jane Abercrombie, who had previously been involved in the Bartlett creativity experiments in England, was determined to open the “black box” of human perception and
construction. In her homonymous paper, she proposed an approach that resembled that
of the behaviourists in its use of experimentation and empirical evidence, but instead of
looking at the “black box in other people’s skulls” (Abercrombie 1969, p. 118) she turned
to the one in one’s own. Knowing thyself was a valuable virtue for a design methodologist: “the more each knows about his or her own behaviour, the more likely he or she
is to behave in a reasonable way, and make their own behaviour more effective” (Abercrombie 1969, p. 118).
In her paper “Perception and Construction,” Abercrombie argued that reason could not
be without the body: perception, she argued, does a lot of work (Abercrombie 1969,
p. 119). Her paper revolved around the importance of working “actually with the material” (Abercrombie 1969, p. 118), in what she defined as the two stages of design:
receiving information (i.e. “perceiving”) and “putting things together [...] at an extremely
elementary level” (Abercrombie 1969, p. 118). At a time where drawings were being reduced to communication media, following the conventions of the new potent computer
graphics programs, Abercrombie reclaimed the importance of visual representations as
problem-solving mechanisms and argued for two different levels of design: one which
manipulates real things and one which manipulates symbols and abstractions.
The first level was “simple, primitive and concrete” (Abercrombie 1969, p. 118); it involved the ability to combine “real things” to produce a “satisfactory” (Abercrombie
1969, p. 120) result. “Satisfactory,” in this context, is not a process of rigorous mathematical evaluation in order to identify an optimum solution. Instead, the term points
to a form of non-rational contentment, the intuitive judgement of the output of a rudimentary design process.Virtually anyone could do this first step. The second kind of skill,
observed Abercrombie, was much more difficult. It involved the manipulation of abstract
concepts, “codes” and “analogues” in lieu of concrete objects from experience. Abstraction and codification was a response to problems which were inaccessible to experience,
cases were “you simply can’t manipulate the real things -they’re either too big or too
heavy, or too complex or they’re not there anyway in the case of a building that you’re
projecting” (Abercrombie 1969, p. 120). Learning to work in code, in abstractions and
analogues of the “real thing,” was inevitable for the designer. However, the importance of
the design as an embodied experience, Abercrombie argued, should not be disregarded.
Cognition needed to be supplemented with perception.The proposition to be apperceptive of the sensorial was not a romantic’s lament for the virtues of the concrete, but an
experimentally verified scientific recommendation by researchers such as Abercrombie.
The Portsmouth synthesis
Was this the synthesis (Ward 1969, p.13) that Ward was anticipating in organizing the
Portsmouth Symposium’s on the basis of oppositional dipoles? Ward seemed to think
so. As early as in the Symposium’s introduction he had stated his enthusiasm about Abercrombie’s proposition for a coupling between reasoning, perception and embodiment.
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Ward positioned this evidence as a definitive proof that the designers’ claims of objectivity and rationality were fallacious, and that design was inevitably a value-laden activity.
He lauded Abercrombie’s paper as being the most important contribution in Portsmouth:
Mrs Abercrombie [...] spoke of the differences between the real world
and the world perceived by our senses. At first sight, this had very little
of direct applicational use, but by inference she (Abercrombie) summed
up the Studer - Daley confrontation. Her emphasis on the subjective
interpretation of perceived “objective” phenomena pointed the ultimate validity of “values” as opposed to “facts,” and for this reason it
was probably the most important paper of the symposium (Ward 1969,
p. 11).
Broadbent agreed. Referring to one of Abercrombie’s experiments which demonstrated
the subjectivity and erraticity of visual perception, by prompting different subjects to
look at objects through a trapezoidal window, Broadbent argued: “We like to think that
we are objective in our observations of the physical world; we refuse to believe the evidence of Jane Abercrombie’s window that inevitably, we cannot” (1969, p. 20). The drift
away from fantasies of objectivity and the “philosophical shift” toward “caring (his emphasis)” about satisfying people’s needs were announced as the programme for a design
methodology with new goals and aspirations. “And design method then could begin to
serve its purpose” (Broadbent 1969, p. 20).
Epilogue
The Portsmouth Symposium included voices that framed design objectivity not only
as fallacious, but also as morally suspect. Arguments from psychology and philosophy
emphasized the centrality of perception in logic and reasoning, the sensibility of sense,
declaring the cognitivist approaches of operational research and behaviorism inadequate
and reductive. But the Portsmouth proceedings are no obituary. Infused with optimism,
Broadbent and Ward announced a new era. The elusive world of the phenomena does
not come to design methods as a catastrophic force, but rather as a corrective. The
synthesis between subjective interpretation and methodological rigor appeared as a very
real possibility. All that it required was the expansion of the design methodologists’ vocabulary to include the “softer” concepts of perception and experience; to devise a
sensible rationality. Projects like Abercrombie’s positing a form of introspective behaviorism as a way to place design creativity on the anatomy table and dissect, understand
and operationalize it, opened new avenues for even “better” and more efficient design
methods. Claims to phenomenology became the reconciliatory mechanism between the
design methodologists positivist impulses and humanistic aspirations.
After systematic efforts to transform designers into computers, mechanical and transparent operators of explicit functions, boisterous doubts emerged: design methods were
taking away from the designer the most powerful problem solving apparatuses: perception and intuition. When the realm of the phenomenal made its way back in the design
methods, however, it was of a different kind. It was a sensorium that could be known,
controlled and instrumentalized through the advances of the study of the mind and of
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the psyche. The 1967 Symposium was one of the many events that articulated a critique
of reason and found a reasonable way to address it, orchestrating a synergy between
psychology, philosophy and scientific rigor.
Existentialism and phenomenology postulate the irreducibility of being to science and
posit that the grasping of existence and experience requires new categories, formed
around the norm of authenticity (Crowell 2010). In the Portsmouth Symposium of 1967
on Design Methods in Architecture, allusions to these philosophical strands formed the
core of a critique on the reductionist logics of the movement’s first generation. This
critique, however, did not subvert the basal underpinnings and goals of the idea of design
method, to bring design out in the open and turn it into an object of scientific knowledge. Instead, the movement recuperated existentialism and phenomenology to formulate new research programs and agendas, which sustained the positivist enterprise of
“better” design methods for a “better” world. The designer’s and the user’s subjectivity
was acknowledged, even celebrated. It was a subjectivity, nonetheless, grasped within
an information processing world picture. Designers turned away from the behavioral
“world as laboratory” (Lemov 2005) and started seeing the “black boxes in their skulls”
(Abercrombie 1969, p. 118). As psychology, cognitive science, neuroscience, and artificial
intelligence proceeded, a new optimism was engendered: Subjectivity would cease to be
a black box. Someone, eventually, would turn on the light, and tame the unknowns of
perception and intuition under the rubric of the comfortable, rational, analytic scientific
knowledge.
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